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hosts a spicy zydeco quintet. 
Section B 
eningitis death sparks campus-wide fear 
homas resident dies Larson: Symptoms of meningitis subtle · 
h d f • "t" By CHRIS SEPER urs ay 0 men1ng1 IS _cam_pus_edi_tor __ stomach or stiff neck should report to the Health Service to 
be checked. 
sophomore from Batavia, died 
Thursday of meningitis at 10 
a.m. and was found by his 
roommate in his Thomas Hall 
third-floor dorm room. 
19-year-old Eastern student 
Thursday of meningitis in 
homas Hall room. 
eter G. Giese, a sophomore 
Batavia, was found by his 
mmate at 10 a.m. in their 
"We 're finding out more 
things as we go along as far as 
toxicity and everything goes," 
Nichols said. 
Giese had gone into the 
Health Service Wednesday with 
what was classified as "very 
vague symptoms," said Richard 
Larson, head phY.sician at the 
Health Service. 
_ In an attempt to calll! stu-
dent's fears concerning menin-
gitis, Health Service physicians 
have requested that students 
who have any symptoms of 
meningitis report to the Health 
Service and be checked for the 
disease. 
"The symptoms are unfortu-
nately rather vague," said 
Richard Larson, head -physician 
at the Health 'Service. "This 
(general symptoms) is a sce-
nario of half of the kids we've 
seen over there. 
"We don't want a panic," 
Larson said. "But there's a need 
to be concerned." 
Meningitis is an inflammation 
of the lining surrounding the 
brain and spinal cord. 
Students who go to the Health 
Service to be checked should 
expect a checku·p that will 
include a throat culture, which 
is used to detect the bacteria 
The coroner's office has con-
ed it was a meningitis infec-
," said Art Tate, director of 
"They gave him typical cold 
medication," Larson said. "The 
doctor was wondering in his 
own mind about mening-itis." 
Anyone with a sore throat, 
cold or flu symptoms, aching, 
vomiting or with a rash, upset Peter G. Giese, a 19-year~old t Continued on page 2A 
iversity relations. "Eastern 
·nois University _immediately 
tiated action to issue preven-
ive medicine to those who 
y have come in contact with 
. Giese and to make such 
tment available to other stu-
ts upon request." 
wo University of Illinois stu-
ts and one Northwestern 
nois University student died 
an outbreak of meningitis that 
Illinois' campuses last year. 
he exact strains Giese con-
cted were meningitis and 
ningococcemia - which is 
to neisseria meningitis, dif-
nt strains of the disease. 
cting Coles County Coroner 
e Nichols said Giese recent-
A throat culture was initiated 
at that time, as was a check to 
see if the student had any other 
symptoms of meningitis, Larson 
said. Results of the test were not 
available until Thursday. 
The reason for not prescribing 
rifampin - the medication for 
meningitis - is because Giese 
had symptoms of a cold and had 
a sore throat, but had no stiff 
neck or any other symptoms 
relating to meningitis, Larson 
said. If he would have exhibited 
more symptoms, then preventa-
tive action would have been 
taken, he added. 
MIKE ANSCHUETZ /Staff photographe_r 
in that Giese contracted is 
y contagious through touch, 
hols said. 
The only way to find if a stu-
dent definitely has meningitis is 
to have a spinal tap; however, a 
throat culture can be taken to 
uncover the bacteria causing 
•Continued on page 2A 
Bev Ogden, receptionist at Health Service, prepares files for students seeking medicine to help prevent 
meningitis after one Eastern student died of the disease Thursday. 
razell: Budget cuts may cause tuition increase 
linois Board of Higher Education 
Arthur Quern called Thursday for 
is universities to decide what they 
st and to prioritize their resources 
·ngly. 
grams with low enrollments that 
ew degrees may not be needed at 
universities where they currently 
e told The News. 
rn addressed the Board 0f 
nors at its regular meeting 
ay morning in University Park 
hicago. He spoke, at the board's 
1 on the future of higher education 
in Illinois. 
BOG continued fa~ing up to an 
'ngly difficult budget situation at 
'ng. 
ard agreed ·to cancel its sched-
pril 2 meeting, at Chancellor 
Layzell's recommendation, in 
make up for funds lost from the 
ndated 3 percent budget call-
e board looked at and approved 
's budget recommendation for 
the BOG, which reduced its initial budget 
request from a 22.7 to a 4.3 percent 
increase. With this budget, Eastern and 
the four other BOG universities will face 
a minimum 4 percent tuition increase 
next fall, BOG spokeswoman Michelle 
Brazell said. 
However, the Illinois General 
Assembly and Gov. Jim Edgar could each 
cut the budget proposal further before 
approving it, which Brazell said would 
push tuition increases higher. 
In fact, she said the BOG "has heard 
rumors" that fiscal year 1993 budgets 
could be cut as much as 15 percent from 
fiscal year 1992 levels. 
"We have been hearing rumors about 
another 15 percent cut but have not been 
given any official notification," she said. 
"We heard (this) a few days before the 
meeting even. We 're still trying to pin 
that down. 
"I can't even imagine what (a) 15 per-
cent (cut) would do to us," Brazell 
added. "A 15 percent cut would just be 
devastating and would have some severe 
consequences, such as to faculty con-
tracts." 
In an interview with The News after 
the BOG meet!ng, -Quern said he does not 
~now if the General Assembly or the 
governor will cut IBHE budget recom-
mendations for the universities further. 
"Well, I don't think anybody knows," 
he said. "I know the governor's office is 
aware of the enormous amount of work 
that was involved in .adjusting (university 
budget) requests that were in excess of 
20 percent down to 4 percent. 
"We hope to have the recognition that 
we have done a significant job this year 
of beginning to set priorities ... In terms 
of taking budgets down, it should be evi-
dent that we've tried to help the state and 
to maintain the quality of higher educa-
tion." 
Quern reiterated his theme that higher 
education must use its resources better. 
"This is not just a budget exercise ... 
It's a fundamental change taking place 
that must be addressed," he said. 
Quern called for all public universities 
to take responsibility for setting priorities 
on their own campuses and for suggest-
ing reallocations accordingly. 
"Each university and institution in the 
state has a mission of trying to decide 
what's most important, what they do well 
and what they don't do well," he 
- explained. 
And reallocations may mean the 
reduction of the number of Illinois uni-
versities that offer certain programs, 
Quern said. 
"Those that are important should be 
maintained. Those that are not should be 
eliminated or reduced," he maintained. 
"We 're not making any final recommen-
dations about specific programs but we 
think the issue must be examined." 
"I think nothing's been settled," 
Brazell said, "but that's certainly a sce-
nario that could happen. If we were in an 
age where we had unlimited resources for 
higher education, we would not be talk-
ing about that. 
Brazell said the board has already been 
doing some of what Quern is advocating. 
"In fact, that's what we've been doing 
through program reviews - not eliminat-
ing courses but looking at what we can 
do," she said. 
Quern further argued that a scrutiny of 
higher education spending and priorities 
would be necessary even without the cur--
rent state budget crisis. 
* Continued on page 2A 
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De Klerk takes gamble on future 
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) -
Through two years of lightning reform, President 
F.W. de Klerk has been far ahead of most white 
South Africans - perhaps tc;:>o far ahead. 
the vote Thursday after his ruling National Party 
was trounced by the Conservatives in a by-election. 
Now he is taking an enormous political risk that 
could spell the death of his government, plunge the 
country into chaos and end the drive to build a 
multi-racial democracy. 
The by-election result underlines how de Klerk 
has moved far too quickly for many whites, who 
had no idea what was coming when he took power 
in 1989. 
Much will depend on how correctly de Klerk has 
gauged the white electorate's mood. He announced 
Whites frightened by de Klerk's reforms have 
been deserting to the Conservatives in droves and 
the referendum result is likely to be close. 
FROM PAGE ONE 
Eastern student 
•From page JA 
meningitis, Larson said. 
Residents on the third floor of 
Thomas Hall said they had seen 
Giese sick the morning of his 
death. 
"The investigation is continu-
ing by the state police crime 
Larson 
t From page JA 
scene te'chnicians and the coro-
ner's office," Nichols said. 
The final coroner's report 
may not be released until some-
time t~is weekend, as it may 
take days before all toxilogical 
tests are handed in, said Darrel 
King, deputy coron~r. 
time." 
"Typically it's several days 
before we get the results back," 
King said. 
Joe Totman, residence assis-
tant for third floor Thomas, 
would not comment on the situ-
ation. 
that causes the disease. The only way the disease 
can definitely be determined is through a spinal tap, 
Two years ago, an Eastern soccer player died 
because of meningitis. No other cases were found 
Larson added. - after the incident. · 
If students have any of the symptoms and the 
bacteria is found in the throat culture, they will be 
given rifampin - an antibiotic used in treating 
meningitis. 
"For precautionary measures, we'll give medica-
tion to anyone that comes in," Larson added. 
About 5 percent of students do have the bacteria 
that causes meningitis, but Larson said many never 
fall victim to the disease. 
Students were crowding into the Health Service 
waiting room Thursday evening to be checked for 
meningitis. The Daily Eastern News was denied 
access to the waiting room because of overcrowd-
ing. 
·~what we're doing with it right now is to cut 
down the number of people that have it in their 
throat," he said. 
Flyers distributed from Health Service explaining 
meningitis have been posted throughout campus. 
"One case doesn't necessarily mean an epidem-
ic," Larson said. "Occasionally a case can pop up. 
We don't like to see a couple show up at the same 
Later in the evening, the Health Service was 
treating students who lived on the third floor north 
of Thomas Hall or who had come in direct contact 
with Giese. The reason was to preserve the 
medicine available for students who were at a high-
er risk. 
Medicine will be available beginning Friday to 
any other students. 
Brazell 
*From page JA 
"Under any economic outlook for 
the state, not just the tough budget 
situation that we're in now, ... it still 
would leave the issue that there are 
more demands and expectations on 
higher education than we're cur-
rently able to meet," he said. 
However, Quern said any initia-
tive to eliminate or to scale down 
programs should come at the cam-
pus level. , 
''That is best decided at the cam-
pus level," he said. "All (universi-
ties) should be involved and should 
set priorities. 
"It doesn't, in my judgement, 
serve anybody well to have pro-
grams that are not top quality. If 
everybody tries to do everything, 
there is a dilution in the quality of 
programs,'' he argued: 
Quern added that universities 
that devoted its resources to the 
programs they do best would be 
able to strengthen those programs. 
"Institutions that gave up a program 
like that could apply the resources 
to ... things that have higher priority 
and greater significance to their 
programs," he said. 
Brazell said the BOG wo~ld 
comply with Quern's call to set pri-
orities and to reallocate resources. 
"He mentioned if they have to, 
(the IBHE) is going to be obnox-
ious about pushing this," she said. 
''That's probably along the lines of 
what the BGU will do, too. It has to 
be done and we 're not going to 
drag our feet on it. 
"The budget situation is not get-
ting better," she added. "We can't 
afford to keep bringing along pro-
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grams year after year that students 
don't want and don't need." 
Quern called his discussion with 
the BOG "a very candid and direct 
one." 
"There was a very thoughtful 
exchange ... for about an hour. It 
was very useful," he said. Brazell 
said the idea of universities narrow-
ing their focuses is not unprece-
dented, pointing out that "You 
don't find law schools -at every uni-
versity. 
"It's not a new or wild idea," she 
said. "Narrowing your focus ... that 
time has come. 
"Mr. Quern calls them difficult 
c.hoices and they will be," Brazell 
added. "Not everybody will be 
happy with the end result but it has 
to. be done." 
Reflections 






Starts at 6 :00 
-Open 5-11 
R&R 
Jay Zimmerman and his dog Mookie relax Thursday afternoon 
sidewalk behind McDonald's. · 
Little people 
, R~A tji~cu~~e.s pla 
for Apri1 · 1 O WHek9n 
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS 
Student government editor 
The Residence Hall Assoc-
iation discussed plans for a pro-
gram for little brothers and sis-
t'ers of Eastern its meeting 
Thursday. 
The siblings of Eastern stu-
dents will converge on Char-
leston Aril 10 for the annual 
Little Peoples' Weekend, said 
Jill Binder, a Carman Hall resi-
dent assistant. 
Each residence hall will spon-
sor different events and activi-
ties in which the little brothers 
and sisters can participate, 
Binder said. Last year's events 
included balloon lunches, car-
FOR RENT: LUXURY & 
CONVENIENCE. 
Furnished 2 br. apts. for 4 
1 /2 block to Ree Center. 
ALL UTILITIES INCL, 
Coin Laundry on premises. 
1 O mo. lease. 
~21. 
WOOD REAL ESTATE 
345-4489 
toon programs and ice-
socials, she added. 
The Residence Hall 
vices at this month's Red 
blood drive, which will 
during the week of Feb. 2 
"I hope that everyon 
show their support at the 
drive," Binder said. 
, Also in the planning is 
dence hall lip sync con 
far, no date has been set 
event, Binder said. 
The Residence Half 
iation also announced 
participate in a Drug Aw 
Week, Binder-noted. 
~ We Deliver llam-11 345-2466 
GYKOS SPECIAL 
$199 
I t·I 1' I , , ,t ..,, : _; I 
- ' \ l '"· .. ~- .. 
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esid·ence halls may offer more choices to students 
Hencken said the updated program will be 
worth the cost. 
One advantage, he said, is the expanded 
program will be able to be upgraded "without 
buying something else." 
ers said they simply weren't at the residence 
halls enough to take advantage of the meals, 
he added. 
·-The approval of the expanded meal plan 
identification system is actually the second 
part of a three-part plan, Hencken explained. 
idence hall students may see a bigger 
as early as next fall in the number of 
they receive and pay for from campus 
services. 
Board of Governors approved the pur-
of enhanced hardware and software for 
sidence hall food services at its meeting 
Hencken said the new system will keep 
more specific records of when and where 
individual students ate their meals, will allow 
the housing office to offer 11- , 14- and 18-
meal-a-week packages as early as next fall 
and will allow expansion of the current pro-
gram to allow for debit machines and other 
improvements. 
"Lots of times, people put down (on sur- · 
veys) that 'I pay for meals that I don't get'," 
Hencken said. __ 
"Actually they don't," he explained, 
adding residence hall students actually pay 
for 13 1/2 meals a week. 
The new plans would combine Saturday 
and Sunday breakfast and lunches into 
brunches because "we found out this year 
that we just did not have people coming to 
breakfast on Saturday and Sunday. 
According to Hencken, the first part was to 
get a meal plan identification system on-line; 
the second to establish optional meal plans, 
and the third to expand the number of option-
al meal plans and to establish a debit card 
system that would allow students to make on-
campus purchases with residence hall cards. 
ay at Governors State University in 
ity Park. 
enhanced system, which will allow the 
ce halls to offer optional meal pack-
will cost the Eastern's housing depart-
$26,720 to install and $7,952 a year for 
tenance lease. 
Optional meal packages began to be con-
sidered after some students complained they 
weren't using the 20 meals per week allowed 
by the current plan, Hencken explained. 
Student teachers, employed students and oth-
The debit cards would allow students to 
make purchases from a prepaid balance at 
such on-campus places as the Union book-
store and athletic events, he added. 
'rector of Student Housing Louis 
"We have to continue to meet the needs of . 
students if we expect them to want to live in 
university housing and to come to EIU," 
~ Hencken said. 
~'These plans are not set in stone," 
Hencken. said. "If we get to next year and 
find students want something different, we 




e Hispanic Student Union 
'nted new committee chairs 
meeting at 7 p.m. Thurs-
n the Paris Room of the 
in Luther King Jr. 
ersity Union. 
w committee chairs were 
inted after some previous 
rs resigned and others 
'ned 'executive positions in 
rganization, said Karen 
· a, HSU vice president. 
e new chairs are Veronica 
oni as historian, Mike 
osa as social events, and 
artinez as human potential 
n. The special events and 
rity affairs positions have 
err filred yet ttut th~ two 
are expected to be filled 
e organization's meeting 
week, Medina said. 
'd like to have two social 
'ons per month in order to Tour of duty 
;~ 
CARL WALK /Senior photographer 
he members together _to 
some fun," Mendosa said. 
e organization also dis-
d methods of fundraising 
HSU president Ron Car-
said the Hispanic Student 
is in bad financial status. 
Cadet Captain Gary Wolff, a sophomore, crawls under a wire obstacle as part of a ROTC obstacle course Thursday afternoon behind the base-
ball field. The obstacle course consists mainly of crawling exercises and is part of the weekly training all cadets go through. This is the second 
year Wolff has been in ROTC. 
Advisory committee candidates named 
sie Sanchez, fundraising 
, presented ideas such as 
g parents for donations and 
wrapping paper. 
e Hispanic Student Union 
to have Glenda .Ramirez, a 
r of_ the Illinois Board of 
r Education, speak as part 
ecture series sponsored by 
'nority affairs office. 
fter her press release (on 
27), she (Ramirez) will 
to the members of 
anic Student Union and 
ss minority issues," Me-
said. 
By JAMIE RILEY 
Administration editor 
Candidates for the special elec-
tion to fill six seats on the advisory 
committee for the presidential 
search have been announced, said 
Bill Addison, chair of the Faculty 
Senate elections committee. 
The election will also determine 
an alternate from each of the six -
colleges, with the exception of the 
College of Applied Sciences, from 
which there is only one candidate. 
The election will take place from 
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday and 
Friday in the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union in the hall near 
the Sugar Shack, Addison said. 
People who will not be on cam-
pus Thursday or Friday shoud con-
tact Addison in the Psychology 
Department for an absentee ballot. 
In addition to the special election 
for faculty form the six colleges, 
the Faculty Senate elections com-
mittee is also conducting a special 
election for faculty from Booth 
Library, the counseling center and 
academic advising. 
The special election will take 
place at 3 p.m. Wednesday in room 
332 of the Science Building. One 
representative to the advisory com-
mittee will be elected from those 
areas, Addison said. 
Jayne Ozier, former president of 
the University Professionals of 
Illinois, the union representing 
Eastern faculty, is the one candidate 
_from Applied Sciences, said 
Addison. 
The College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences has six candidates run-
ning: Addison, Gary Aylesworth, 
Gail Mason,Timothy Shonk, Mary 
Wohlrabe and Anne Zahlan, 
Addison said. 
Addison said ball.ots will be 
counted by scan-tron to assure a 
conflict does not exist in him run-
ning for the committee and being 
the chair of the elections commit-
tee. 
Carol Lundgren and Ed Marlow 
are running for the committee from 
the Lumpkin College of Business, 
nlocked apartment burglarized Monday 
NNIFER MILLER 
lice investigation is continuing into a 
ntial burglary that occurred Wednes-
the apartment of two Eastern students. 
berly A. Voss and Erin F. Landefeld, 
of 2219 S. 9th St., Apt. 3, reported that 
nown person or persons entered their 
between 10 p.m. Tuesday and 3 a.m. 
ole two purses. Police reports said the 
s had been left on a table near the 
ent door. 
ndefeld told police the door to the 
ment was left unlocked because 
efeld 's roommate had lost her keys. 
·~~ 
There are no suspects in the incident. 
Other items among the Charleston Police 
Department reports include: 
• Mark W. Causer, 413 Stevenson Hall, 
reported that while delivering a pizza for 
Jerry's Pizza Sunday, a hole was shot in the 
left side window of his vehicle by a BB or a 
pellet gun. The incident occurred in the 1700 
block of Monroe Ave. between 5:45 and 
6:20 p.m., according to police records. 
• Eastern student Heather L. Wieher, 975 
Arthur Ave., Apt. B, reported criminal dam-
age to her vehicle Sunday when she discov-
ered the rear window was broken out and the 
_trunk lid was damaged. There are no sus-
pects in the case, police reports said. 
• Joseph Paul Mase, University Court 
Elliott #12, was arrested Sunday on charges 
of retail theft from Wilb Walker's Grocery, 
1460 E St. 
• Sharon L. Brinkmeyer, assistant princi-
pal at Charleston Junior High School, report-
ed that the front driver's side window of her 
vehicle was shattered. 
Reports stated the window was still 
intact, but a small hole was observed in its 
upper right hand corner. 
said Addison. . .. 
From the College of Education, 
Patricia Fewell, Lynda Kayser and 
Ken Sutton are running for the 
committee, Addison said. 
Four faculty members from the 
College of Fine Arts are running 
for a position on the committee: 
Melinda Hagerty, Janet Marquardt-
Cherry, Jeff Boshart and John 
Miller. 
From the College of Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation, 
John Craft, Russell Fischer and 
William Higelmire are running for 
the posts. 
· Addison said faculty members 
should bring identification when 
voting. 
Correction 
Approximately 2,000 to 2,500 
students a day use the Student 
Recreation Center during the week, 
according to Jeff Dvorak, assistant 
director of the recreational sports. 
Also, Dvorak did not say that 
ringworm is contracted from 
unclean equipment. 
In addition, the Student Senate 
elections will be held March 11. 
Also, The Black Student Union 
will sponsor the l 6th Annual Miss 
Black EIU Pageant Saturday. The 
News' incorrectly reported these 
statements in Thursday's edition. 
The News regrets the errors. 




Editorials represent the opinion 
·of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1992 
Wav.e of fear 
. should not send 
• campus running 
The . meningitis-related death of Peter G. 
Giese, a 19-year-old Eastern sophomore, 
has serit a wave of fear across campus. 
Giese was found dead Thursday morning 
by his roommate in their-Thomas Hall dorm 
room. Giese reportedly had been ill for 
approximately 36 hours prior to his death. 
Giese is the first Eastern student to die 
from the meningitis virus in three years. 
Erik Proffitt, an Eastern soccer player, 
died on April 20, 1989, after contracting 
the meningitis virus a week earlier. 
According to Mike Nichols, acting Coles 
County coroner, Giese 
Editorial had r~cently c~ntracted the disease. Giese was 
-------· infected with_ meningitis 
and meninsococcemia, which is due to 
neisseria meningitis, all different strains of 
the disease. 
As the news of Giese's death circled 
around campus, Art Tate, director of 
University Relations said, "Eastern Illinois 
University immediately initiated action to 
issue preventative medicine to those who 
may have come in contact with Mr. Giese 
and to make such treatment available to 
other ·students upon request." 
As this information was released stu-
dents rushed to University Health Service, 
as well as to Sarah Bush Lincoln Heath 
Center, for preventative medicine. 
The News learned that residents of 
Thomas Hall third floor would be issued 
medicine on Thursday evening and the 
Health Service would make medication 
available to other students wishing to be 
given the preventative medicine Friday. 
Students should be aware that one case 
does not cause an epidemic. Richard 
Larson, director of Health Service said, "5 
percent of students do have the bacteria 
that causes meningitis," he added "many 
(students) never fall victim to the disease" 
The campus community needs to work 
together in an effort to provide the best 
possible treatment for those students who 
may have been in contact with Giese. 
We urge students to take precautions 
and at the same time remind students that 
panicking in a situation such as this will 
only make the situation worse, not better. 
With patience and understanding of the 
situation, Eastern will make it though this 
situatipn. 
Black History Month Quote 
You may write me down in his-
tory with your bitter twisted 
_ ....... ..,..... ....... lies. You waited in the very dirt 
but still like dust I'll rise. 
Maya Angelou 
Japanese crazy about American produ 
It may be a little late to talk 
about the topic of the Japanese 
leaders' criticizing American 
workers a couple weeks ago. 
I have been feeling very 
happy that I could come to 
Illinois not Los Angeles, be-
cause there was nobody who 
approched me and picked on 
my being a Japanese. Yet this 
sensational news story still Mart 
bothers me and made me wor-
ried about the relationship Ogawa 
between the U.S. and Japan. ------• 
Do you think all Japanese think like the politi-
cians? Do all Japanese think that made in USA Is not 
good quality, so we won't want to buy anything 
that is made in the U.S.? Do all Japanese workers 
frown on American workers? The answers are all 
NO. 
People in Japan are crazy about stuff that is from 
the U.S. As an example, people love jeans and 
almost all jeans that they wear are Levis, Lee, 
Guess, all made in America. 
Talking about cars, my older sister said some 
Japanese prefer American cars because they look 
· five times better than Japanese cars. Of course, that 
depends on people's taste, but I agree with my sis-
ter. 
Do you know any current Japanese musicians? 
Well, almost all the Japanese know American artists. 
My sister went to see Prince and Michael Jackson in 
concert and I went to U2 concert even though they 
are not Americans. Anyway, the Japanese like music 
that is from other countries especially the U.S. 
If music still doesn't satisfy you, then would you 
like to know about movies in Japan? 
It's not odd to see many famous American 
'movies. I've seen Star Wars, E.T., Ghost, Field of 
·Dreams, I can't even say all the American movies 
that have come to Japan, that would be too many. 
It's not only American movies or music that the 
Japanese like, but also about things we need for life. 
I remember when I was living in a small apart-
~TI::RN 'I..U..lN0\5 F'£~\C>J\;'/ \'J\OR~\Nl:s­
Z.OMB~s -Wf.lt.l-K' 
;f ··---£ .. 




Your turn ••• . 
ment with my parents and two sisters, my 
used to tell me how badly she wanted to I 
big house in the U. S. Now we moved td a 
house, so she doesn't complain that mu 
more, but she still thinks that housing in the 
better and more comfortable. 
Japan is a small country, and it ls hard to b 
especially around Tokyo and Osaka where t 
more than three million people in a city. A 
big country, was always our dream. 
Japanese "workaholic" people are hoping 
getting more time to enjoy their life, beca 
see and know how Americans saves time fo 
selves and their family . 
Many Japanese students prefer studying 
U.S. There were 32,807 Japanese students s 
in the U.S. last year. 
I could have finished my education in Ja 
wanted to learn something that I couldn't 
Japan. This would be about the American 
and lifestyle. 
Since I am from a different country, I may 
to share my culture with others, and that 
exciting too. 
International students aren't the only o 
need to recog11lze this; everyone needs to 
that we can all learn many things from o 
· tures, because we are interdependent . 
It is not politicians who make the world 
ship better, it's us with a little friendship all 
world who can make our relationship bright. 
Have you heard a Japanese children's st 
"A Thousand Cranes"? There was a little 
had a deadly disease by atomic bomb, tryln 
a thousand paper cranes to recover from h 
and also for world peace. She had one mo 
to fold but she died. 
What we need, is to make one last crane. 
understand a little more, not that I'm saying 
are not understanding at all, but one more 
world understanding will _ create peace. 
· Marl Ogawa is associate photo editor and 
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
.-,,_ I. 1 ',} (: .. ';-·j..of• W;J'•.I~ 
Reader knows 
effects of rape 
by a friend 
rape is not always the answer. 
Every case is different, but every 
case involves people you know 
(and know well). 
Letter policy 
Dear editor: 
I am writing in response to two 
recent letters about date rape. The 
first was submitted by Mr. Name 
Withheld Upon Request and ap-
peared on Feb. t 3. He said that 
victims of date rape should -come 
forth and let "proper authorities" 
help. The second letter was pre-
sented .on Feb. t 8 by Beth Diak. 
She clearly disagreed with Mr. 
Name Withheld, and wrote, "I 
applaud any woman strong en-
ough to prosecute her rapist." 
I agree with her. It is not an easy 
thing to discuss with even the best 
of friends, and what a woman goes 
through once it is all out is proba-
bly just as stressful as the actual 
rape. It is not easy to deal with 
publicly, especially in the instance 
of date rape when it involves a cir-
cle of friends. More than likely, 
you're friends with his friends, he's 
friends with your friends, and it 
gets complicated. Reporting date 
You see, less than one lousy 
month ago here at Eastern, I found 
myself in a certain situation with a 
certain "friend." That friend hap-
pened to be male and that situa-
tion happened to be as close to 
date rape as one can get. Before 
last month I was one of those girls 
that says_:"l'll never let it happen to 
me." 
What I'm just now beginning to 
realize is that it wasn't entirely my . 
responsibility to stop him from let-
ting it happen. He, as my friend, 
should have stopped himself. Even 
to this day, he still apologizes. 
However, he says he can't under-
stand why I don't want to talk to 
him and why I find it so difficult to 
look him in the eyes. 
Well, "friend," if you're reading 
this, figure it out. You never should 
have let it happen in the first place. 
And you never should have ques-
tioned me when I said, "NO." 
Fo.rgive me if I sound bitter. 
I apologize to Miss Diak and 
others that I do not have your 
strength to print my name. 
Name withheld upon re~uest 
The Daily Eastern Ne 
ages letters to the editor 
ing any local, state, na 
international issue. 
Letters should be less 
words. For the letter to 
the name of the author, I 
to the author's address 




The Daily Eastern Ne 
ages readers to subm 
columns concerning an 
issue that may be relev 
readership. 
Columns should be r 
less than three typewrltt 
spaced pages .. 
Guest columns norm 
every Thursday and will 
lished at the discretion o 
torial page editor and the 
chief. 
The spring blood drive gets 
der way next week with the 
me, "Leap into the New Year 
Give Blood," as a way of cel-
ating leap year, said Shannon 
Farland, co-coordinator of the 
nt. 
McFarland said the goal for the 
k is to collect 1,500 pints of 
The purpose of the blood drive 
to collect blood "to save a life," 
Farland said. 
The blood drive will" take place 
the University Ballroom of the 
in Luther King Jr. University 
ion from 1 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
onday and from 10 a.m. to 4 
. Tuesday through Friday. 
"We're expecting to get 500 
ts the first day," McFarland 
, ·-~·t·h ical 




hursday marked the final 
of Business Week and was 
med a success by Ted Ivarie, 
of the Lumpkin College of 
siness. 
"(The week) had a positive 
d enthusiastic outcome," 
ie said. 
Wednesday night's ethics 
nference had the biggest 
out, Ivarie said. Almost all 
the 800 chairs set up in the 
and Ballroom of Martin 
ther King Jr. University 
ion were filled, he added. 
One of the reasons Business 
ek focused on ethics this 
was because the conference 
Wednesday was previously 
eduled, so students in charge 
the week wanted to focus the 
me around the conference," 
Debbie Kuenstler, who was 
harge of promoting Business 
k. 
The week is good for under-
smen to learn about ethics in 
usiness world," Kuenstler 
ed. 
he week had its ups and 
ns but because some of the 
nts were scheduled during 
day it was hard for some 
ents to attend the activities, 
he outcome was less than I 
ght, but it might of been 
use the interview was dur-
the afternoon," said Dave 
neau, a management in-
ctor who conducted the 
seneau focused on the tri-
nd tribulations of going on 
siness interview. 
he mock interview went 
I; good questions were 
_"he said. 
with a video that discussed 
role of the Charleston Area 
biggest turnout day. We get a lot 
of people comipg in that day; 
probably a fourth of the total peo-
ple." 
McFarland said the afternoons 
are usually the busiest part of the 
day. 
A new feature the blood drive 
committee will experiment with is 
keeping the blood donations operi 
until 4 p.m. Friday, McFarland 
said. 
"Last fall we stopped at 2 
p.m.," McFarland said. 
A lot of student organizations 
are helping out with the blood 
drive by helping people sign in, 
taking temperatures and working 
the canteen, McFarland added. 
"We're expecting BACCHUS 
(Boosting Alcohol Consciousness 
Concerning the- Health of 
University Students), ROTC, 
Friday, February 21, 1992 
Hall Association and National 
Residence Hall Honorary," 
McFarland said. "We 're also 
expecting Delta Sigma Theta, 
Alpha Phi Omega and Epsilon 
Sigma Alpha, who will be work-
ing on hospitality." 
McFarland said fraternities and 
sororities on campus will compete 
for a traveling trophy. 
"The residence halls will also 
be competing for a traveling tro-
phy and I understand that there 
are competitions between floors 
too," McFarland said. 
At the canteen, cookies and 
orange juice will be available to 
blood donors to replenish their 
strength and prizes will be given 
away. 
"McDonald's is donating the 
cookies," McFarland said. 
KEVIN KILHOFFER /Staff photographer 
Skating away 
Seniors Kevin Darman (right) and Mike Thornber play roller hockey 
Thursday afternoon on the tennis courts near Stevenson Tower. 
Eastern professor 
to serve on program 
By MICHELLE BOWMAN 
Staff writer 
An Eastern professor has been 
appointed by the American Home 
Economics Association as one of 
seven home economists to serve on 
the advisory committee for a 
nutrition demonstration program 
for hispanics. 
"I'm excited to be able to work 
with ·the home economists," said 
Ruth Dow, Eastern 's appointee 
from the home economics depart-
ment. 
The demonstration group -
Hispanic Head Start Program -
deals with hispanic low-income 
l:hildr-en ages 3 to 5. Tn program 
is designed with an emphasis on 
nutrition and provides information 
to parents on how to select and pre-
pare food that is both affordable 
and nutritious, Dow said. 
1Jie focus for the program will 
be where there is a large hispanic 
population such as California, New 
York, Florida and Washington 
D.C., she added. 
A registered dietition, Dow holds 
a doctorate degree in home eco-
nomics education with an emphasis 
in nutrition froqi the University of 
Illinois. She teaches nutrition cours-
es on campus. 
Dow said she was asked to be oq 
the committee because of her vast 
experience with hispanic people, 
which she credited to her work in 
Costa Rica, Guatemala and other 
Latin American countries. 
She said she has also written two 
books aimed at improvin the nutri-
iona knowleage of ' atin 
Americans. 
Locally, she has been a consul-
tant dietition for the Peace Meal 
Senior Nutrition Program, along 




Eastern to offer jobs to 30 
as conference assistants 
By TAMALA GAN"( 
Staff writer 
Eastern is offering about 30 
positions for summer conference 
assistants this year and will 
begin holding informal sessions 
Tuesday for students to learn 
more about the program. 
The sessions will be held at 6 
p.m. Tuesday in the Copa Room 
at Carman Hall and at 9:30 p.m. 
in Taylor Hall lobby, as well as 
6 p.m. Wednesday in Stevenson. 
Conference assistants assist 
with Eastern summer camps and 
help with the Conference 
Housing Program, a program 
that provides housing for the 
different camps and conferences 
offered during the summer. 
"(Conference assistants) work 
at the front desks," said Mary 
Pat Krones, residence hall coun-
selor at Andrews. "They do stuff 
like wash towels and linens - -
domestic like housework. They 
go on rounds to check if every-
thing is okay." 
The duties and responsibili-
ties of this position require a 
large amount of time to be put in 
on weekends and evenings, 
Krones said. 
"Although there has to be a 
lot of time spent with this job, 
the applicants have the chance 
to learn to work with people in 
fifth grade to senior citizens," 
she said. "The job is a lot of fun 
because the staff becomes very 
close with the participants in the 
program and great friendships 
' ' The applicants have 
the chance to learn 
to work with people 
in fifth grade to 
senior citizens. 
Mary Pat Krones 
Andrews counselor 
'' develop." Applicants must be in good 
academic standing by maintain-
ing a 2.25 cumulative grade 
point average during the period 
of employment to be considered 
for a conference assfstant posi-
tion. 
Salaries for the assistants i·s 
equal to full room and board in 
the residence halls, as well as a 
minimum hourly wage for desk 
or linen duties assigned. 
An orientation program prior 
to the summer conference sea-
son plus weekly staff meetings 
is the only training necessary. 
Applications can be picked up 
at any residence hall desk and 
from the Campus Conference 
Office, which is located in 
Thomas Hall. 
All applications are due back 
at the residence hall desk or the 
Campus Conference Office by 
March 6. 
Women's History·Month 
activities set for March 
By TERESA JOHNSON 
and CHRIS SEPER 
Staff writers 
"Patchwork of Many Lives" 
will be the theme to run 
throughout March for Women's 
History and Awareness· Month, 
said Rachelle Bergmann , 
resource committee chair of the 
Women's Studies Council. 
The month was created to 
h·onor the achievements of 
women throughout the country. 
"Women fill so many differ-
ent roles in our society," 
Bergmann said. 
The month actually kicks off 
in late Febn.1ary, when Blandina 
Ramirez, keynote speaker of 
Eastern's celebration, will 
address onlookers Thursday, 
March 27 in the Grand Ballroom 
of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
Ramirez is a member of the 
American Council on Education 
in the office of minorities in 
igher education. 
Along with the keynote 
address, plays like Mrs . Adams, 
Burn This and Eelymosynary, 
speakers like Essence 
Magazine's Susan Taylor, panel 
discussions concerning Women 
and Spirit-uality and various 
films - including Crimes of the 
Heart and Babette's Feast - will 
be showcased throughout 
March, Berg-mann said. 
The month's activities were 
put together by the Council's 
Program Committee which con-
sists of faculty members Lynda 
Kayser, Sharon Bartling, 
Marjorie Duehmig, Gaye 
Harrison, Women's Studies 
Chair _Genie Lanahan, Johnetta 
Jones, Jan Marquardt-Cherry, 
Melanie Rollins, Karen Sanders, 
Judy Lyles and Vivian Taylor. 
"The one thing new is the 
women's folk fest, (which is) by 
and about women (and) per-
formed by local artists," 
Bergmann said. 
"We've had a very good 
response, and it's been growing 
every year," she added. 
The month has been recog-
nized and honored at Eastern for 
several years and has kept grow-
ing in the audience it attempts to 
reach, Bergmann said. 
"We're trying to reach as 
wide an audience as possible 
with films, plays and perfor-
mances," she added. 
.. ... -- - -~ -- --·--~-~-- ------ .. --. -·. 
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New editors set to take office 
The Student Publications 
Board on Wednesday approved 
new editors for The News; the 
university yearbook, The War-
bler; and Minority Today for the 
1992-93 school year. 
Journalism major Ann Gill, a 
21-year-old senior from Coal 
City, will take the helm at The 
News beginning in mid-March. 
Giil, who will be editor in chief 
during the spring and fall 
semesters until mid-November, 
has set some goals for her 
tenure. 
Gill said she would like to 
increase the size of the five-
member editorial board to get 
more staff input on editorial 
decisions. She added she would 
like to continue the News 
Review program, in which 
newspaper clippings are sent to 
sources with a questionnaire 
concerning the article's accura-
cy and the reporter's profession-
alism. 
"I want to make the staff 
work as a team," she said. "I 
believe I'll be able to run an 
effective staff with the experi-
ence that I've gained from being 
a staff editor and the determina-
tion to make this paper the best 
it can be." 
Ann Gill 
The Dally Eastern 
SOUTH PADRE 
$99 per person 
FROM 5-Night 
FREE WINDSURFING, PARTIES, & MOR 
Deluxe Ft. Brown Resort · Brownsvile, TX walk 
to Mexico 
ISLAND ACCOMMODATIONS START AT $139·$169 
ASK ABOUT CANCUN & BAHAMA PACKAGES 
JOHN 345.4779 
~~ 
Gill has served both as stu-
dent government editor and in 
her current position, editorial 
page editor, for The News. She 
has also served as a reporting 
and photographic intern for · 
Bailey Printing and Publishing, 
Inc., which publishes the Coal 
City Courant, Braidwood 
Journal and Wilmington Ad-
vocate. 
Don O'Brien Rache/'Corbett I / ·· · ·h Join the Lead z.. . , ' \-~ Consumer Ele in chief of the summer 1992 edi- white media," she said. "I will ~\..._ ~ -~ \ l'J. ! , , ,_ Retailing 
tions of The News. make it a goal for The Daily ~\ \\ \ 
"I'd like to put out a quality Eastern News to become a more If you are graduating soon and are concerned a 
product during the summer," culturally diverse paper." the job mar~et, consider a compa~y that has gr 
O'Brien said. Pearson added she would1iKe ___ - even-when-t1mes-were-totJgh . • Rad10 .. Shaci<Jna 
Journalism major Rachel 
Corbett, a 20-year-old sopho-
more from Alton, will be 1992-
93 editor of The Warbler. 
He added that he would like to encourage more new students the opportunity _you've been lob~ir'lg 'fOt. " · '" ". 
Corbett said she would like to 
focus more on individuals in the 
yearbook. 
"I'd like the stories to be 
more in-depth. Instead of focus-
ing on one department, I'd like 
to focus on an individual in the 
department who represents the 
department well," she said. "I 
think it would be more interest-
ing. 
"I'd also like to cover events 
people normally don't know 
about, that are usually not in the 
yearbook," she added. 
Corbett currently serves as 
academics editor for the 199i-
92 Warbler. 
Journalism major Don 
. O'Brien, a 21-year-old junior 
from Galesburg, will be editor 
The News to be a more open to join the staff. 
forum for student views. "I want the beginning staff 
"I'd like to make the paper reporters to feel comfortable. I 
more open to the students who want to make this a place they'll 
will be here, as far as letters to want to come back to and write 
the editor and columns are con- more and more," she explained. 
cerned," he said. "That way'll we'll gain quality 
O'Brien is currently sports journalists." 
editor of The News and has also Pearson has been editor in 
served as associate sports editor. chief of Minority Today since 
He has also worked as a last August. She has also served 
sportswriter for the Galesburg as managing editor and editorial 
Register-Mail. page editor of the publication. 
Journalism major Evette . Pearson is currently features 
Pearson, a junior from Chicago, editor of The News and has also 
will continue serving as editor served as activities editor and as 
in chief of Minority Today, a campus editor and as news edi-
monthly newspaper that covers tor of The News' summer edi-
. minority issues, until mid- tion. 
November. At that time, she will She has also worked as a 
take over as editor in chief of reporting intern for the Chicago 
The News. Daily Defender. 
"I think I can add a different 
- Staff report 
perspective in a predominantly 
SEARCH NO MORE 
The ONLY Off Campus Housing on Campus 
Now Leasing 
PARK PIACE APARTMENTS 
(Across from the Union on 7th) 
• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom St. James Place 
Furnished Units _ (1905 S. 12th St.) 
• Free Trash & Parking • 1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Central A.C. • Fully Furnished 
• Dishwashers • A. C. 
•Microwaves •Newly Remodeled 
• Balconies • Laundry & Parking 
Call Anytime 348-1479 For appointment 
or drop by rental office at 715 Grant St. 
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M - F 
Our constant growth and aggressive expansion 
continues to create a demand for career oriented 
individuals. And with our promotion from within 
policy, your advancement potential is unlimited. 
unique salary and benefit package is one of the 
in the industry. We also have special programs 
year graduates will appreciate. 
Limited positions are available in this area, so 
your move today for this challenging and rewardi 
career opportunity. 
We will be conducting interviews on campus on 
February 28, 1992. Contact the Placement Office 
an appointment, or call or write: 
Bill Roy, Regional Employment Manager 
200 W. 22nd St., Suite 261 
Lombard, IL 60148 
(708) 916-7060. 
ladle lllaeK 
an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer 
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Weekend jam 
Students and wind ensemble to perform 
By STEVE LYSAKER 
Staff writer 
The music department will 
offer a variety of events this 
weekend, including two student 
recitals and a performance by 
Eastern's top wind group; 
The music-filled weekend 
will begin Friday at noon when 
Jill Kondritz, a sophomore flute 
performance and music educa-
tion major, will perform a free 
recital in the Dvorak Concert 
Hall. 
According to Kondritz, who 
bas played the flute for about lO 
years, this recital will fulfill part 
of her major performance re-
quirement. 
"This (recital) is great experi-
ence as far as performing, and 
it's a challenge," Kondritz said. 
She added she wilf perform 
four pieces including "Sonata 
No. 4 in E Minor" by Handel 
and a "really neat" flute quartet 
titled "One for Four" by Cynthia 
Solio. 
Eastern 's Wind Ensemble, the 
top wind group on campus, will 
give a free concert at 3 p.m. 
Sunday in Dvorak Concert Hall, 
according to director Bruce 
Moss. 
Moss said the group, which 
consists of about 50 members, 
will perform a variety of musi-
cal literature . He added that 
eight faculty members will also 
take the stage to perform 
Stravinsky's "Octet for Winds." 
According to Moss, the con-
cert program will also include 
the "powerful and exciting" 
"Agean Festival Overture" by 
Andres Makris, Husa's "Sme-
tana Fanfare" and "Dance of the 
Tumblers" from the opera Snow 
Maiden by Rimsky-Korsakov. 
Moss said the ensemble mem-
bers are especially excited about 
the piece "Short Ride in a Fast 
Machine," which is a contempo-
rary piece by John Adams: Moss 
added the piece calls for two 
synthesizers and depicts the title 
well. 
The wind ensemble will also 
travel to the St. Louis area for a 
three-day tour from March 8 to 
10, according to Moss. He said 
the group will perform at vari-
ous high schools and at the 
Christ Church Cathedral. 
"They (wind ensemble) are 
very excited about the upcom-
ing performances, and they have 
been playing very well," Moss 
said. 
Sophomore composition ma-
jor Aaron Hunt will get the 
opportunity to hear some of his 
original compositions played by 
others and to perform some 
himself in a student ·recital at 
7:30 p.m. Sunday. 
According to Hunt, wh6 has 
been involved with composition 
since the second semester of his 
freshman y~ar, he will perform 
some of his original literature 
on viola, piano, guitar and per-
cussion. 
Hunt added faculty members 
David Hobbs and Cindy Baker 
as well as seven Eastern stu-
dents will also perform some of 
his pieces. 
"I have always been interest-
ed in composition, but never 
really wrote anything down," 
Hunt said. "I think it will be a 
lot of fun to play and hear my 
pieces played. 
All performances this week-
end are open to the public and 
free of charge. 
Pianist to play at keyboard clinic 
By STEVE LYSAKER 
Staff writer 
chord lessons will also be given. 
Featured instructors will be George Sanders, 
'"': "''; . .:,~ .:-"~ " ;,..,_. vf;r•r-..~, r , ,"1: , _ Karen Sanders, David Hobbs and Zwicky who all 
' ' Highlighting this Saturday's Eastern Keyboard currently teach keyboard classes, Zwicky said. 
Clinic will be an afternoon performance by guest Zwicky said the highlight of the clinic will be 
pianist Frank Weinstock. at 11 a.m. when Weinstock, who is from the 
According to Gary Zwicky, an Eastern class Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, will perform a 
piano instructor, the clinic, ·which has been an guest recital. Weinstock will also instruct a master 
annual event for more than 20 years, will be an piano class from l to 3 p.m., Zwicky added. 
all-day affair Saturday featuring le.ssons and Another feature of the clinic will be the panel 







and advertised specials 
636 W. LINCOLN AVE. 
348-SUBS 
*Good at Charleston store only 





or 1.305.294.3773 . 
The Party of Your Life! 
9 DAYS $22999 
Man:h 21 from EIU • 6 Nigtts Beach Hotel 
Coach Transportation• Near llTV Activ~ies 
$30 Deposit by Feb.21 • Limited Space 
Call Dan for Information: 581·2408 
Reflections 
' 506 W Lincoln 345-2516 
Faculty 
4:00 Club 
All Faculty with 
l.D. gets 
to go through 
our appetizer 
buff et. 
He said the clinic is open to any students who focus on piano teaching challenges of the ' 90s. 
want to participate and will consist of four Zwicky added that although some past clinics Coors Lt. Pitchers 
~ 
Eastern music instructors who will give lessons in have been overloaded and limited to high school $ 2. 00 
piano. Zwicky added that some or_~g~a~n~a;n;d~h~arp;s~i-~~s~tu~d~e~n;ts~, ~th~e~e~v~e~nt;s;h~a~v~e~a~lw~a;y~s~g~o~n~e~s;m~o~o~th~l~Y·M~::;~;;;;;;;;';t 
Bright Idea 
-Studio 1,2 & 3 Bedroom 
-Completely Furnished 
-5 Minute Walk to Campus 
-24 Hour Maintenance 
~central Air Conditioning 
-Swimming Pool 







HOWING APARTMENTS NOW!! 
' 
The Daily Eastern 
News cannot be 
responsible for more 
than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report 
errors . immediately at 
581-2812. A correct-
ed ad will appear in 
the next edition. 
All classified adver-
tising must meet the 
2 p.m. deadline to 
appear in the next 
day's publication. Any 
ads processed after 2 
p.m. will be published 
in the following days 
newspaper. Ads can-
not be canceled after 
the 2 p.m. deadline. 
Classified ads must 
be paid in advance. 
Only accounts with 
established credit may 
be billed. 
All Advertising 
submitted to The 
Daily Eastern News is 
subject to approval 
and may be revised, 
rejected, or canceled 
at any time. 
The Daily Eastern 
News assumes no lia-
bility if for any reason 
it becomes necessary 













LOST &.. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
"My Secretary" Resume Service. 
New location. For appointment 
call 345-1150. 
==~-------5/1 
FREE Battery & electrical tests. 
FREE installation. Battery Spe-
cialists 1519 Madison Ave. 
Charleston. 345-VOL T. 
_____ ea 2121,24,26,28 
ANGELCARE DAYCARE. The 
Place for your child. We have first 
and second shift openings. 345· 
1333. 
Panama City Trips. Lowest 
prices. Beach front. $129-209. 
More info, call Kim or .Kristen 
581-8014. 
~--------2121 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND. Condo-
muniums for Spring Break. $20 
per person per night /off beach. 
$25 per person per night I beach-
front. 1-800-422-8212. 
$200-$300 for selling 50 funny 
college Spring Break I-shirts. 
Smaller/larger quantities avail· 
able. No financial obligation. 1 · 
800-659-6890. 
2126 $=-8=-o=--=o:--:W-:-=E-::E""'K'"'"L:--:Y--::P:--:0:--:S:--:S~I B LE! 
WORKING AT HOME! 37 differ-
ent opportunities. Rush $1, self· 
addressed stamped envelope to: 
FREEDOM NOW 602 E. WASH· 




Students Needed! Earn 
$2000+/month & World travel 
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean). 
Cruise Staff, Gift Shop, Tour 
Guides, Waiter/Waitress , 
etc ... Holiday, Summer and 
Career Employment available. No 
experience necessary. Call 1-
206-545-4548 ext. C251. 
-o-:--~---=-=-=--=,-----3/2 
ALASKA JOBS. Fishing, Educa-
tion, Oil, Engineering &·more. 
Weekly info. ALASKEMP: (503) 
754-6051 EXT.9. 
.,,....,..~~~~~~--2/28 $40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and 
TV Scripts. Fill our simple 
"like/don't like" form. EASY! Fun, 
relaxing at home, beach, vaca-
tions. Guaranteed paycheck: 
FREE 24 Hour Recording 801 · 
379-2925 Copyright #IL 14KEB. 
=-~-~----4/16 
FREEDOM NOW; Founded by 
Tiffany Jackson and Gregory 
Heggs is a non-profit organiza-
tion. We do not sponsor money-
making schemes. Thank you. 
_________ 2/21 . 
The 
oany Eastern News 





Phone: Students D Yes D No 
Dates to run 
----------------
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of: ____________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days ______ Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: 
D Cash D Check D Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.11. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News r888rVes the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad ta,st11. 
A WONDERFUL LIFE awaits the 
baby who joins our family ... devot-
ed, palyflJI parents, a loving 
three-year-old brother, lots of fun 
and love, a good education, and 
every opportunity for happiness. 
Let's talk; we can help each 
other. Expenses paid. Call col-
lect: Arlynn & Ron, (217)367-
4769. 
APARTMENT RENTALS NOW, 
SUMMER, AND FALL. PHONE 
348-7746. 
~---------5/1 
Now renting for fall-2 bedroom 
furnished apartments. McArthur 
Manor. 913-917 4th St. 345-2231. 
__________ 5/1 
Nice, close to campus furnished 
houses for 1991-92 school year. 
Two people per bedroom, 10 1/2 
month lease, $165/mo. 345-~148 
evenings. 
__________ 5/1 
One, Two, Three, & Four bed-
room apartments, houses, for 
next school year. 345-6621 (if no 
answer leave message) 348· 
8349. 
__________ 5/1 
2 bedroom Townhouse for 4 peo-





TANY RIDGE HOA-CALL FOR 
DETAILS: C21 WOOD 345-4489, 
JIM WOOD, B.R. HOA MGR. 
,__~--,------2/21 
LEASING for fall-furnished apart-
ments and houses. clean, excel-
lent condition. No pets. 345-7286. 
. 5/1 
For next school year many one 
bedroom apartments, various lay-
outs, furnished, some utilities. 
348-8349. 
__________ 5/1 
ROOMS FOR RENT • 1808 
NINTH-CHARLESTON. WOMEN 
ONLY. INTERSESSION, SUM· 
MER, FALL & SPRING 
SEMESTERS. FULLY FUR-
NISHED, LARGE KITCHEN, PRl-
VA TE PARKING. $150 PER 
MONTH + UTILITIES (708)789· 
3772 . 
~--------2/28 
ONLY 2 LEFT. Modern 2 and 3 
bedroom apartments on 3rd 
street for 2-3 students. 1 O mo. 
lease. Call RENTAL SERVICE 
345-3100. Open 3-9 p.m. 
=-~~~~~~--2121 
TWO BEDROOM BEAUTIFULLY 
FURNISHED APARTMENT 
above Panther Lounge. Ceiling 
fans. Inc ludes water and 
garbage. 10 month lease. $21 O 
each. 345-4508. 
_________ 2/21 
Ralls University Drive townhous- THREE BEDROOM HOUSES 
es. 2 bedrooms. 2 or 3 people. · 1806 11TH, 1036 2ND; 2 BED· 
Efficiency apartmen 
bath, 2 rooms with w 
pets allowed; aero 
from Burl Ives Center 
nished. 9 1/2 month 
a month. 345-4463. 
Call 345-6115. ROOM APTS. 415 Harrison. Call 
.,....-~--------5/1 348-5032. 
3 bdrm; furnished apts. New car- ~---------3/3 
pet; clean; off-campus location. For 92-93: 7 bedroom furnished 
$200/month per person. Must house for 7 girls. 2 1/2 bath, 
have 3 people for fall and sum- washer, dryer. 1 block from cam- NICE 4BR(1), 5BR(2) 
HOUSES. AVAILAB 
MAYBE MAY. CALL 
BETWEEN 4P.M. & 
mer. Call 345-7135. pus. $160 month. 348-0710 after 
~~~-~----2121 5 p.m. 
5 BDRM apt. for students, partial- _________ 2125 
ly furnished. Call 345-4156 for 1 1/2 bedroom furnished mobile 
information. home for 1 person. Nicely deco-
.,....--_ca 2117, 19,21,24,26,28 · rated and clean. Very economi-
Summer subleasor needed, fur- cal, in quiet trailer court. 12 
nished, own room, $185 including month lease starts, June 1 st. 
utilities. Call 348-6004 ask for Water, garbage and cable TV 
Jody. included in rent. $225 per month. 
-:----cc-=----,--.,.---::~~2121 345-4508. 
1 or 2 Br. Apts. for Fall/Spr. 620 _________ 2121 
5th Street. Also summer leasing. Apartments for rent: 1427 9th IBM compatible co 
monitor, 640K 30meg 
floppy drives, mous 
348-5937. Street. #1 $875 mo. 5 BR/5 per-
_________ 2/21 sons. #2 $310 mo. 2BR/2 per-
4 and 5 Br. Houses. Fall/Spring. sons. 345-4853. $700. 
761 8th Street, 715 9th Street. cc----.,....------2126 
348-5937. Summer Subleasors needed. 3 to 
~~~-~-,----2121 5 people. Brittany Ridge. Very 
Four bedroom furnished house. 1 nice. Call 345-1494. 
1/2 bath, microwave, air, washer-
dryer hook up. 10 1 /2 month 
lease. $150 each. 345-8662 or 
345-7275. 
_________ 2121 
VE QJT ro 
CALL 1lXJ/t'! 
• • I. ])ON'r WNIT 
' 
7() 8£".5TIK:X IN 
. ·: i.' • '!f ~L~ST'l)N 1 
DArTou IUdi : ' .'....lfM 
SOUTH PADIE ISl.AllO ...,, lf21 
STWSOAT ,_lf22 
PAIAllA CITY BEACH .... '122 
FOIT&AUOEllWE .... 'IJI 
HILTON HEAD ISWID ,,.., 'ffl 
MUSTANG ISLAllO I 
POrT ARANSAS ,,... lf28 
llOllT •rr "'' ,,.. roo un 
lltllAnn-1 c ..... ,..._, 
.TOLL FIH llFOinlATIOll & IESEIVATIOllS 
l·BOG·!2t·5911 
~. 
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL will have a meeting on F 
p.m. in the Paris Rm. Circle K · What do we do? We will 
at 7:00 p.m. We're a service club that has a lot of fun 
work. Give us a try! Any questions, call 345-1587. 
DEPT. OF S'PE AND DEPT. OF PE will have a Special 
April 24, 1992 from 7:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. at O'Brien F 
are needed for Special Olympics. Forms may be picked 
Dept. of Special Education or from Dr. Ankenbrand, L 
due on/or before March 20, 1992. You may volunteer f 
the day. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION will have a free Sunday Supper 
5:00 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation Student Center. PI 
348-8191 or stop by to let us know you are coming. 
come! 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have a Praise 
Service on Sun., Feb. 23 at 10:30 a.m. at the Christian 
located south of Lawson Hall. Come early for donuts 
345-6990 for rides or info. Everyone is welcome! 
WESLEY FOUNDATION will have a Beach Party at t 
tonight from 9:00 p.m. - 1 :OO a.m. at the Wesley Foun 
beach music from ,the 50's and 60's along with todays 
, We:<,ir ~t\OS,e.~uf},Q,1,iiS~,~S ,~g Q_~j..feadyJf?{ X«iV~s,otfun! '!f~LT 'Dl~~p;-eqt.1:.~-G~ PB$:}GRAM wip nave·~n inf9 
frlg on Feb. 29 at 2'.00 p.m. If interested in working ill 
World this summer give us a call and let us know if you 
the meeting. Call 345-4323, ask for Tom or Dave for in 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST will have group tim11 
prayer on Sunday evening at 9:30 p.m. in the Shelbyville 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY, INC. will have a 
Workshop on Sat. , Feb. 22 from 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
American Cultural Center. For more information, call Mo 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have weekend m 
6:30 p.m. and Sun. at 11 :00 a.m. at Buzzard Auditorium. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge o 
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily 
office by noon one business day before the date of the 
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as 
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Frida 
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT 
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illeg· 
conflicting information will not be run. 
ACROSS 
1 Task 
4 Touchy king 
9Moneyof 
38 Of an epoch 
40 German 
auditorium 






14 G.I. address 
15 Julie's January 




21 T.G.l.F. part 
22 Amundsen and 
Dahl 
23 Scene of a Rice 
play 
25 Dance 
27 Board's partner 
29 Small chest 
34 Dispatch boat 
41 Food and water, 
e.g. 
44 Salinger girl 
45 Alenr;;on export 
46 Former Czech 
leader 
47 Hollywood sub 
49 Affirmative 
51 Toxin preceder 
53 Musical family 
58 Cape Verde 
coin 
62 "Evita" role 
6~ Cheerful song 
65 Russia 
68 Lofty abode 
69 Mezzo Marilyn 
72 Round 
73 At all 
DOWN 
1 Window parts 
2 MOMA display 
3 Ring master 
4 Brando film, 
with "The" 
5 Put down in 
writing 
6 Red item 
7 ln ---
(hurrying) 
8 Instant lawn 
9 Recessionary ill 









Teutonic estate 68 
12 Privation 
13 ls off base 
18 Dazzle 
19 Talks nonsense 
241nky 
26 Irish dramatist 
28 Tilt and pour 
30Lot 
31 Devastation 
32 "Waiting for the 
Robert --" 
33 Scottish goblet 





36 "La Douce" 
37 Spotted 
39 Part of R & R 





so " ... nature's 
copy's not 
-- ·· : Shak. 
52 Zeus·s blood 




57 S.P.C .A . 
concern . 
58 Latin abbr. 
59 Irish sprite 
EO IN GREAT CONDI-
INCLUDES: INTEGRATED 
ER, CASSETTE DECK, 
ABLE, FOUR SPEAKERS 
BINET. $395. CALL 348-
ER 5:00 P.M. 
5/1 
,_....c_a_r """'7"'0,..-,-M.,..o_n_t_e_c-=--arl o. 
• Kenwood receiver 250 
er channel. $200. 581-
~=-::::--:---::;::---:-5/1 
: '77 Caprice Classic. No 
. Call 348-8545 after 5 
5/1 




' 1-YR . . WARRANTY. 
l---;;:-~-;:-:---;;-...,-5/1 
vy S-1 O Blazer, Tahoe. 
condition! $8,500 OBO. 
at 5Bl-5038. Leave a 
::--:-:---:-:-:---.,-2124 
othweiller puppies, 8 
females left. 2 black, 1 
00 OBO. 348-1993. 
5/1 
i:-m-:i:-1 e-=-=H-=P-ct'"'"i r-e-s-, -=3...,.14'";'"'7t. red 
Ing (P195/60R15 87H) 
(217)849-2994. 
lcations are now being 
for the Alexander Brig-
rial Award. To be eligi-
dent must be a business 
has completed at least 
of college work with not 
a "B" average. Selection 
on outstanding personal 
and, il"!\er~st in .thfl ,lieJ.d. 
s and business educa-
line to apply is March 
. For further details, see 
ennett in Lumpkin Hall 
tation Meeting for stu-
ting admission to Busi-
cher Education, Febru-
992 in Coleman Hall 101 
. For more information, 
91 or 581-2627. 
partment of Communi-
sorders & Sciences will 
areer Information and 
dvisement Session on 
y, March 5, 1992, in 
1/202 of the Clinical Ser-
iiding. Freshman and 
e CDS majors and stu-
rested in a CDS major 
nd the 7:00 p.m. group 
. Individual advisement 
will follow each group 
Students interested in 
call 538-2712 for more 
5 minute parking meters 
t campus may now be 
at no charge. The 15 
tars do not have a coin 
t but do have a knob 
be turned to receive 15 
FREE PARKING. 
g permit is not required 
the 15 minute metered 
as those spaces were 
basically for unload-
brief visits. However, 
park at these spaces 
the knob on the meter 
to be parked legally. 
icles parked within the 
metered spaces when 
· n flag is visible will be 
receiving a ticket. 
CHEAP! FBl/U.S. SEIZED: 89 
Mercedes .. $200; 86 VW .. $50; 87 
Mercedes .. $100; 65 Mus-
tang .. $50. Choose from thou-
sands starting $25. FREE 24 
Hour Recording Reveals Details 
801-379-2929 Copyright 
#IL14KJC . 
LOST: PENDANT WATCH ON 
20" CHAIN. IF FOUND, PLEASE 
RETURN TO DAILY EASTERN 
NEWS. THANK YOU. 
2121 -Lo---s=T-:--,B~L~A-C~K--LE~A~T~HER 
CHANGE PURSE WITH ID. IF 
FOUND, PLEASE RETURN TO 
DAILY EASTERN NEWS. 
THANK YOU. 
__________ .2121 
Lost: two Teawers Edill.on Text. 
Geography and English. If found: 
please contact Mitch at 581-3433. 
---------~2124 
Lost : black three ring 
notebook/binder in BB223 on 
2117. Please take to BB 5025 or 
El. Ed. Office. 
---------~2124 
LOST: dog - black and white 
husky. 345-8669. 
Registration for Summer and 
Fall will begin March 9. You must 
pay the advance deposit and (if 
undergraduate) be advised 
before you may phone in your 
registration on a touch-tone tele-
phone. Read the schedule bul-
letin for complete information. 
Ttr~ Sctre..dule ,bulle,tiRS are a\(ail-
able' in the Registration Office 
after they appear in THE DAILY 
EASTERN NEWS. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director of Registration 
TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE 
Textbook Sales for this Spring 
92 semester will be in progress 
beginning, Monday, February 
17th, and will end on Tuesday, 
March 31 st. Students may pur-
chase, at full replacement cost, 
textbooks checked out to them for 
courses in which they are current-
ly enrolled, subject to the avail-
ability of replacements. Students 
need to bring the textbooks in 
with them at the time of purchase. 
Textbook Rental Service hours of 
operation are 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 
p.m., and 1 :00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., 
Monday thru Friday. 
Monty R. Bennett 
Director, Textbook Rental 
SUMMER/FALL 
REGISTRATION 
Students assigned to the Aca-
demic Assistance Center must 
make an appointment to register 
for the Summer and/or Fall, 1992 
term. Appointments may be made 
starting at 8:00 a .m. on MON-
DAY, FEBRUARY 24. Registra-
tion for Fall and/or Summer 
Term(s) will then begin on MON-
DAY, MARCH 2. 
Students assigned to the Cen-
ter are ALL freshman, pre-busi-
ness majors and students who 
have not declared or met admis-
sion requirements to their select-
ed majors. The appointment must 
be made in person . PHONE 
CALLS FOR APPOINTMENT 
DATES WILL NOT BE ACCEPT-
ED. The Assistance Center is 
located in Blair Hall, Room #100. 
Office hours are Monday through 
Friday, 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
C.B. Campbell, Director 
Academic Assistance 
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT 
CENTER 
On Feb. 25 there will be an 
Effective Interview Techniques 
Seminar at 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
in the Charleston/Mattoon Rm. -
University Union. All students 
welcome. 
Shirley Stewart, Director 
Career Planning and Placement 
Center - ., · ·: "' · 
LOST: Set of keys with Las 
Vegas key chain on top of A TM 
Machine in Union at 9:00 p.m. 
Wednesday. If found, call 581-
3655 ask for Dennis. 
Panther Spring Break Blowout 
South Padre-Cancun Spring 
Break Trips from $189 and $399. 
Have the time of your life! For 
more information, call Denise at 
581-5058 NOW! 
___ ea 213,4,5,6, 11, 13, 18,21 
JAMAICAN TAN sessions. 10 for 
$22. Call 348-0357 for appointment. 
M-F 4:00-9:00 p.m. Sat. 9-5 p.m. 
_________ _c2121 
"FORMALLY YOURS" -Bridal 
and Prom Style Show, Sun., Feb. 
23rd, 2 p.m., Reed Fellowship Hall, 
First Baptist Church, · Paris, 
Door prizes, refreshments. Spon-
sored by Norma's Bridal Train, 
George's Photography, Helfrich's 
Florist, Leona's Cake Corner, 
McMullen Travel, and Steve's 
Music. Tickets are $3.00. 
---------~2121 
SIGMA NUS: Have a great time 
at Formal this weekend! Love, 
Cath. 
The Health Studies Competen-
cy Examination will be given on 
Thursday, April 16. Register in 
person from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Monday through Friday at the 
booth in the Union Bookstore 
Lounge; bring a photo ID (driver's 
license preferred) and $2 for the 
(ea. The regist~ation period for 
this exam is Jan. 6 - April 9. 
You may take the Health Stud-
ies Competency Examination 
ONLY ONCE. 
David K. Dodd 
Director of Testing Services 
CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION 
The Constitution Examination 
will be given on Tuesday, March 
10. Register in person from 11 
a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through 
Friday at the· booth in the Union 
Bookstore Lounge; bring a photo 
ID (driver's license preferred) and 
$2 for the fee. The registration 
period for this exam is February 8 
- March 3. 
You may retake this exam as 
many times as necessary to 
pass, but on scheduled dates 
only. 
David K. Dodd 
Director of Testing Services 
GRATEFUL DEAD BOOTLEGS 
100+ hours want to trade, also 
Devil sticks and tape covers. CALL 
Kelly 581-5705. 
__________ .2/21 
KEGS! KEGS! KEGS! Milwaukee's 
Best or Natural Light $39.00 Curb 
Service! Eastside Package. 345-
5722. 
_________ _c2121 
SOUTH PADRE SPACE IS FILL-
ING UP CALL CHRIS FOR THE 
BEST CONDOS ON THE 
BEACH. 345-4175. 
_________ .2121 
Congratulations AMY DONAHUE 
on getting lavaliered to Peter Dolan 
of Delta Sigma Phi! Love, your Tri-
Sigma sisters. 
--------~2121 
JACQUELYN IORll-(l'm Horney). 
Happy 22nd!! Look out EIU Men. 
Jack is on a roll!I We can't wait to 
"Rock the Box" at Stu's tomorrow 
nigb11 Ah-oa=.Ah!! Love, yo.u. 
roomies, The H.G. in #8. 
__________ .2121 
KEGS! KEGS! KEGS! Milwaukee 
Best or Natural Light $39.00. 
Curb serviee! Eastside Package 
345-5722. 
_________ .2121 
PATTY CULHANE, my cool A-
babyl You're the best!! Get ready! 
Sig Kap love, Leah. 
To satisfy graduation require-
ments for the Bachelor's degree 
at Eastern Illinois University, you 
must pass the Writing Competen-
cy Examination. (See undergrad-
uate catalog.) Register to take 
this examination after you have 
completed sixty semester hours 
Our'\ior standing) and have com-
pleted the all-university English 
requirement (typically English 
1001 and 1002, or the equiva-
lent). Register in person from 
11 :00 to 3:00 Monday through 
Friday at the booth in the Union 
Bookstore Lounge; bring a photo 
ID (driver's licnese preferred) and 
$1 O for the fee. The last of two 
examinations this semester will 
be given on Saturday, April 4. 
The last date to receive a refund 
is March 20. 
David K. Dodd 
Director of Testing Services 
ADMISSION TO TEACHER 
EDUCATION 
Students must formally apply 
for Admission to Teacher Educa-
tion at a meeting scheduled each 
semester by the College of Edu-
cation. At this meeting, applica-
Calvin and Hobbes 
l''i't. (~(\..\)\)£() 
~T ~Cli\.\l~G 
13/>.D I DO \S 
t'I'\ ff\IJ\..\. 
Doonesbury 
Congratulations JULEA WARREN 
on getting lavaliered to Dave Loe-
bach of Delta Sigma Phi. Your Tri-
Sigma sisters are happy for you! 
__________ 2121 
SIG KAP BABY SNAKES. You've 
done a great job. Hope this week 
was special for you. Love, The 
Active Chapter. 
__________ 2121 
What up Doe? We are so cool!! 
----------'2121 
Alicia Mangrum, You're the 
coolest kid parents can ask for. 
Hang in there you're almost fin-
ished. Love, Terry S. & Wendy D. 
--------~2121 
HEY! Beat the crowds this week-
end at EAST SIDE PACKAGE. 
Keystone 6pk. $1.89. Miller, Lita, 
Draft, Draft Lita 12pk. $5.99. 
Mickey Malt 40oz. $.89. Peach, 
Peppermint, Root Beer Schnapps 
750ml. $3.99. Bartles & James 
wine coo!tir-s $2.9-9. White 
Grenusche 750ml. $3.59. (Com-
plete keg service available). Rt. 
130 & Jackson Ave. 345-5722. 
2121 
""K.,..,..I M..,....-,,D,-:A...,.-N,..,.-1 E=cL-,E"""w,..,.-1"""c""'z---,,-CON-
GRATULATIONS ON GETTING 
ENGAGED TO TOM HARTMAN!! 
YOUR ALPHA GAM SISTERS 
COULDN'T BE HAPPIER FOR 
YOU! 
tion forms are distributed and the 
rules and regulations concerning 
admission to and retention in 
Teacher Education are explained. 
Students who have not previ-
ously applied should attend ONE 
of the following meetings to apply 
for Admission to Teacher Educa-
tion: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 
26, 1992, FROM 3-4 P.M. OR 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 
1992, FROM 3-4 P.M. AT BUZ-
ZARD BUILDING AUDITORIUM 
(RM.140). 
You must be admitted to 
John, Just wanted you to know 
how happy I am lately, and how 
much I care for you! Love, Laurie. · 
,..,-,c-=--c-=-..,..,..,.._,...--2121 
KENDYL KINSHAW: Congratula-
tions on your ACTIVATION! We 
are very proud of you. You are 
going to make a wonderful 
ACTIVE! ASA Lov . THE CREW. 
----~· 2121 
AUDREY MCKEI' NA: Congratu-
lations on getting pinned to Greg 
Share of Sigma Nu! Love, your 
Tri-Sigma sisters. 
2121 S~IG...,..M~A~P~l=F...,..O~U-N...,..D=E=R....,'S-'DAY 
CELEBRATION. (Sat., Feb. 22 at 
Charleston Motor Inn). Cocktails 
start at 6:00 p.m. 
--------~2121 
MARY KENNEDY, You are 
TAST, CLASS and PRIDE. 
Thanks for everything, we will 
always love you . DEL TA TAU 
DEGTA. 
__________ .2121 
PHI SIG Xi PLEDGE CLASS -
Have a great time at Lock-in 
tonight!! Love, the Actives. 
__________ .2121 
HOP ON THE GUS BUS AT THE 
UNION WALKWAY! l:EAVING 
AT 9:35, 10:05, 10:35 AND 
11 :051 FRIDAY AND SATUR-
DAY. 
Teacher Education 1 o weeks 
proir to the semester in which you 
plan to Student Teach. The next 
opportunity to apply for Admis-
sion to Teacher Education will be 
Summer semester, 1992. 
Francis Summers 
Director of Clinical Experiences 
TEACHER CERTIFICATION EXAMS 
All applicants for Illinois teaching certificates (or administrative or 
school service personnel certificates) must pass the Illinois Certifica-
tion Tests before being issued a certificate. These consist of a Basic 
Skills Test and a subject-matter examination. It is suggested that the 
Basic Skills Test be taken early in one's college career and the subject 
exam be taken after completion of all or most of the courses in one's 
major. 
Since these tests are given only four times each year, interested 
individuals should be aware of the dates and deadlines listed below. 
Anyone having questions concerning these exams, or needing regis-
tration forms, study guides, or assistance, may contact the College of 
Education in Buzzard Building 210. 
Test Date Registration Deadline 
April 11, 1992 February 29, 1992 
July 11, 1992 May 30, 1992 
George W. Schlinsog 
Associate Dean, College of Education 
t \t>..1(£ \\lo mm iO'-l ~££D 
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KEGS! KEGS! KEGS! Milwaukee Best or 
Natural Light $39.00. Curb service! 
Eastside Package 345-5722. 
___________ 2121 
Haeli Gehrs - Look forward to a fun big 
sister/little sister weekend in Champaign. 
Your big sister loves you. ASA love and 
mine, Natalie. 
-----------'2121 
STEPHANIE THANOS: Happy 21st birth-
day to my favorite A-G sister! Thanks for 
being such a terrific friend! Love, Jen. 
__________ .2121 . 
TRl-SIGMAS - Nice Panties!! We had a 
great time Wednesday Night...DELTS. -
2121 
T=H--oE-G"""u_,s,...,B""'u._,s,-L""""EA,...V_E__,S,_T=H=E-G,..,.u-=-s' LOT 
AT 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, AND 11:30! 
PLEASE DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE! 
_________ .2121,28 
THE TIME IS HERE! SIGMA NU'S IN 
INDY. LET'S HAVE A GREAT TIME THIS 
WEEKEND! 
~------~~--2121 
Get ready for the newest LSAT - Take the 
mock on Feb. 29 - 4 p.m. Call 581-2991, 
581-5589, or 581-6220 for info. 
~,.,-----,-~,.-,,~-===~=--c-,-,-'2124 
HEY, HEY, JEN DREZNES: HAPPY 
21 ST! Don't worry, you won't remember 
a thing. That's my job! Love, BISA. 
__________ 2/21 
Congratulations Julie Babcock on being 
lavaliered to Mike Godek of Sigma Pi! 
Phi Sig Love, Your Sisters. 
~-~~-~~-~--'2121 
Wes & Katrina, St. Louis , Embassy 
JENNY, RJ, TONY, AND DAVE: FIRE UP 
for TEXAS A and M! SG love, Dana. 
~~,---,.~~~--,-------'2121 
ELENA ANGELOS - Happy 22nd 
Birthday. PS. Don't fall at Mom's. Love, 
Mom and Dad's Favorite, Nicole. · 
__________ 2121 
Kathy Kottke - Congratulati,ons on Phi 
Beta Chil Your All Greek sister is very 
proud of you. L.Y.L.A.S. ASA Love, 
Natalie. 
__________ .2121 
KATE NEMEC: To my #1 A-Baby! One 
more day until you're ACTIVE. 
Congratulations. Love, Jody. 
~-,---------·2121 
Kathie, Keep up the great work with · 
pledging. Your big sis is proud of you. Phi 
Sig Love and Mine, Gina. 
=-=-:-:---:--c===:-=--=-o-:--:-:---:----·2121 
ERIN PETERSON: My Awesome A-
Baby! It's finally Friday, you will soon be 
active! Sig Kap love, Jen. 
-~------,--------2121 
ALISA - Formal is finally here! Get ready 
for a terrific weekend. Battleship any-
one? Love, TODD. · 
2121 ~LO=c-C,--.,.K~Y...,.O"""U-,R~DO~O""'R""'s~. ~s=TA,...Y~O~F~F· THE 
STREETS. AMY BIAGI IS TURNING 21 ! 
HOPE THE SUN IS SHINING BRIGHT 
AMY! HAPPY BIRTHDAY! LOVE, THE 
GIRLS. 
Suites ... Margaritas? Sterling. 1 
-,,---,..---,,,-----,--,--,---,-,--,----'2121 
Catie Ramke: Has it really been a year? 
Thanks for the time of my life. Fire up for I 







Are you serious? Love ya, Sterling. 
~~~~--~----'2121 I 
MAGGIE SULLIVAN: Break a leg in 
Crimes of the Heart! I know you'll have 1 an awesome performance. DZ love, 
Dana. 
__________ 2121 
DAVE LOEBACH - How cold was the 




DELTA TAU DELTA: Thank you so much 
for giving me the honer of being your 
sweetheart. You mean the world to me 
and every one of you holds a special 
place in my heart. I will never forget your 
DELTA TAU DELTA-TASTE-CLASS-
PRIDE and EXCELLENCE, for you have 
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JULEA WARREN - Congrats on getting 
lavaliered to DAVE LOEBACH of Delta 
Sigma Phi! I love you both! Sigma Love, 
Julie. 
for all I your ~dvertising I 
L needs 1 
_________ _ .2121 
_____ _.
L<PE 
Informal Rush '92 
Feb. 25 & 26 7-9 p.m. 
,-University Union 3rd Floor 
For Rides & Info Call: 
Brian 348-7631 or Jason 581-2157 




COMEDY OF ERROHS 
A Merrie Mix-up 
8 p.m. February 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22 
2 p.m. February 16, 23 
on the Mainstage - Doudna Fine Arts Center 
$6 Adults, $5 Senior Citizen & Youth 
$3 EIU Students 
Call 581-3110 for reservations and ticket 
information between 1 and 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri. 
... ,.~ ''· ,# • . , • 







Burrito ......... $192 
Taco ............. $1~ 
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FRVSAT NITE 7:00 & 9:00 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 P.M. 





FRVSAT NITE 7:15 & 9:15 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 P.M. 
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:15 ONLY 
The Dally Eastern 
r- - - -CLIPCOUPON 1 ~ -
1~----~ SINGLE 
I Just 99~ Limit 
I Tax extra. One coupon per guest per 
. valid with any other discount offers. 'l 
local Wendy's. I Redeemable at • Net Weight before cooking 
I Charleston & Mattoon COUPON EXPIRES 3/14 
.._ _ - - _cLIPCOUPON --
TIMt •• ~tAll?t. 
Oowntown Mattoon· 258-8228 
HELDOVERI 
7k~· 11-tE-
GRfbT tvha ])9£al\£· 
FRVSAT NITE 5:15,6:45,8:30 
SAT/SUN MATINEES 1 :15 AND 3:15 







£1~~MLi 3 . 
Downtown Mattoon • 258-8228 
WI-ES lll'MLD FRV:TEN~~~~-ll n -- SAT/SUN MATINEE 1 













WEEKEND SPECIALS AT 
C><CAMPUSa rt y 's 
ALLDAY & $ ALL NIGHT FRIDAY: 3 Pitchers (Ute & MG 
Lunch Special: Italian Beef w /Fries $ 2. 99 
4 o'clock club: Basket of Mozzarella Sticks $1 
Saturday: $2.50 Quarts 
Food & Drink Specials 'til close! 
Food, Folks, & Flapjacks = Fu 
at On-Campus McDonald's 
Every Saturday & Sunday 
99ct Hotcakes 
Free Parking 
In Staff Lot 
All You Can Eat!! 
Next to On-Campus McD's All Day Long! 
McDonald's On-Campus will be delivering 
free to all on-campus housing 4-8 p.m. 
(Includes All Dorms, Greek Court, & 
University Owned Apartments) 




Friday, February 21 , 1992 
n host Mid-Con championship 
stern claims a victory this weekend at the 
ntinent indoor track and field champi-
' it will not only be because its favorites 
p to expectations but because its less 
entrants scored points as well. 
Panthers host the Mid-Continent 
nee indoor frack meet Friday and Saturday 
tz Fieldhouse . Competition on Friday 
at 5:30 p.m with the 35-pound weight 
d will continue until 8:30 p.m. The meet 
ume again at noon on Saturday with the 
t. The last event, the mile relay, is sched-
begin at 2:20 p.m. 
members of Eastern 's men's track team 
tough battle ahead of them against Western 
, and they know it. Akron, Cleveland State 
ungstown State are expected to to be 
ble as well. Yet there is confidence is in 
surrounding Eastern's defending confer-
ampionship team. 
're confident that we will prevail in the 
id head coach Neil Moore in a stoic and 
d voice. "We carry on a winning tradition 
d we know how to win." 
rn has won the indoor conference meet 
es in the last five years, and the outdoor 
en out of the last 10. 
C 0 N F E R E N C E 
long jump, 55-meter hurdles, 400 meters, triple 
jump, shot put, pole vault and the mile relay. 
In the field, Eastern has three athletes that are 
expected to control the scene in their events. 
All-American Braidy Miller and his brother 
Brent are the top seeds in both the shot put and 
35-pound weight throw, while 1991 long jump 
national qualifier Nevin Govan will be Eastern 's 
driving force in the jumps. 
On the track, Eric Baron and Scott Touchette 
will be shooting for high placings in the distance 
races. Jim Sledge, who has the fastest seed time, 
will be seeking a win in the 55-meter hurdles. 
Competition on Friday will consist mainly of 
field events and preliminary heats of the dashes. It 
will also include the two-mile relay which will be 
a major determining factor as to tl~e momentum of 
the rest of the meet. 
11A 
345-7711 
year the Panther's main rival was Northern 
ho they defeated handily, both indoors and 
t the purple Panthers. are no longer mem-
f the M!d-Con, after jumping to the 
· Valley Conference this season. 
change left Eastern and Western as the two 
iants in the Mid-Con to battle it out in 
One of Western 's main strengths is its middle 
distance runners, and four of their fastest will be 
on that relay, which is entered with an impressive 
time of 7:28.34 run just last week. However, the 
3,000 meters later on Friday should prove to be a 
scoring opportunity for Eastern, as both Touchette 
and Baron are entered, along with Geoff Masanet, 
John Eggenberger and Eric Graham. 
105 W. Lincoln l 
rn 's primary strengths lie in the field 
distance races and Darrin Steele. 
e, who placed fifth at nationals last year in 
oor decathlon, will be tapping into his 
alents by taking part in seven events 
out the two-day competition. Steele will 
ing to gather points for the team in the 
On Saturday, Moore and assistant coach John 
Mcinerney will have a good idea where they 
stand. If it's close, key races will include the mile, 
800 meters and the mile relay. 
"It's gofog to be real interesting," said 
Mcinerney. "I'm confident in our guys. If they're 
ready to go, then we're in pretty good shape." 
The Road 
men look for solid s_howing at SIU-C 
Eastern Illinois women's 
will travel to Southern 
University at Carbondale 
inois TAC meet Saturday. 
meet is held for all schools 
te of Illinois, which is one 
t qualifies individuals for 
· al TAC Championships. 
are looking for some good 
ances from everyone so 
performances will carry 
over to the Gateway Conference 
meet next weekend," said head 
coach John Craft. 
Craft says that the best hope for a 
national qualifier might be Donna 
Levy in the 55 and 200 meter dash-
es. At the Indiana Invitational, 
Levy ran the 55 in 7.27 seconds 
and the 200 in 25.8 seconds. 
The Lady Panthers also look to 
get strong performances in the 
throwing events from Dennise 
Hubbard, Chris Gutel, and Dee Dee 
2.eigler. 
"They all have good credential~ 
with both Hubbard and Gutel tak· 
ing third places at the state meet in 
high school in both Class A and 
AA," Craft said. 
-In the distance events the Lady 
Panthers will look to Brooke 
Roberts, Amy- Bersig, and T.J. 
Rhudy in the 3,000 meters for solid 
performances from Irma Perez and 
Jamie Heath in the 5,000 meters. 
The Lady Panthers will travel tc 
Illinois State next weekend to com· 
pete in the Gateway Conference 
r----------, 
CARRYOUT OR DELIVERY 
BUY ONE, GET ONE 
FREE 
Get a Free Medium Specialty Pizza 
with the purchase of any Medium 
or Large Specialty pizza at regular 
price. Specialty pizzas are 
Supreme, Meat Lovers ®, 
Pepperoni Lover's ® or 
Cheese Lover's Plus ® 
Valid on Carryout or Delivery 
Please mention coupon when ordering. One 
coupon per party per visit at any participating 
Pizza Hut ® restaurants and delivery units.Not 
valid with any other offer. Limited delivery area. 
©1991 Pizza Hut, Inc. 1/20e redemption value. L----------.J r;----------;w 
LATE NIGHT SPECIAL 
One Large 1-Topping Pizza 
Please mention coupon when ordering. 
One coupon per order at participating 
Pizza Hut ® locations. Not valid with any 
other coupon or offer. Limited delivery 
areas. © 1991 Pizza Hut, Inc. 
1 /20 cent cash redemption value. 
L----------.J 
1111 PRESENTS: 







FOR $8.99 I 
OR BETTER YET GET : 
2 FOR $12.99 1 
Please mention coupon when ordering. One I 
coupon per party per visit at any participating I 
Pizza Hut Delivery units.Not valid in I 
combination with any other offer. Limited 
Delivery area. Our drivers carry no more than I 
$20. ©1 991 Pizza Hut, Inc. 1/20e cash I 
redemption value 




(Additional toppings available 
at regular Menu Price) 
Please present coupon when ordering. 
One coupon per order at participating 
Pizza Hut® restaurants. Not valid in 
combination with any other 
Pizza Hut® offer. L-----------.J 





z. Jumbo Draft 
~ . Thursday February 20th 
'1 • ', . 
~ -~ ..... ,. ... ' ..... ' .. ... . 
AND 
Friday February 21 st 
GRAND BALLROOM 
····~~;: 
•• ••• ' t ' • ;' .. · ' 4" ' • ' t ,, ' ' 
.·~ '· 
.... -~~,,'"'.·~~ ... ~ . ' .. ·.' ... . . f .... ... .. ~·~; .. ,~> .... /: 
Olson~s 1 O three-pointers lead Panthers to 
Eastern's Mr. 
·Myde's step· up 
to 79-70 victory· 
By DON O'BRIEN 
Sports editor 
The first words out of Eastern 
Panther head coach Rick Samuels' 
mouth in his post-game press con-
ference .were, "Was this Dr. Jekyll 
or Mr. Hyde? Which did we see 
tonight?" 
Fortunately for Samuels, Dr. 
Jekyll was in Lantz Gym on 
Thursday as the Panthers, thanks in 
large part to a 34-point effort by 
senior foI"Ward Dave Olson, defeat- · 
ed the Wright State Raiders 79-70 
in a Mid-Continent Conference tilt 
The Panthers put themselves 
over the .500 mark in Mid-Con 
action (7-6) and overall play (12-
11). With the loss, the Raiders, who 
were led by Sean Hammonds' 25 
points, dropped out of a second 
place tie in the Mid-Con with 
Akron and Illinois-Chicago and fell 
to 8-6 in conference play and 13-11 
overall. 
Olson, who was battling the 
symptoms of a cold, came out and 
lit up Lantz connecting on eight of 
10 first-half attempts from behind 
the three-point arc. He canned two 
more in the second half to break his 
own school record of nine trifectas 
he set nearly two years ago to the 
day (2/19/90) against Valparaiso 
and he became the 24th player in 
Eastern history to score over 1,000 
career points. 
CARL WALK/Senior photographer 
Eastern's Steve Rowe drives by Wright State's Mike Haley on the way to the hoop, during the Panthers 79-
70 Mid-Continent victory over the Raiders Thursday in La;itz Gym . . 
"Tonight was fun," said Olson as 
he battled a cough in the cold Lantz 
Conference Room: "I got just got 
into a rhythm early." 
half to give the Panthers a 12-point ing the final four minutes. travel to Dekalb on Saturday for a 
7:05 p.m. matchup with the 
Huskies. 
cushion at the half 46-34. "The first thing I told the guys in 
Olson's early start could only get 
the Panthers off to a 22-21 lead 
midway through the first half. It 
took a burst from the Panthers' two 
Oak Park frosh, Louis Jordan and 
Andre Rodriguez, and eight points 
from Barry Johnson, who grabbed 
a game-high 15 rebounds, in the 
final two and a half minutes of the 
Despite the large halftime lead, the locker room after the game was 
the Raiders crept back into the 'nice win,"' Samuels said. '"But 
game and found themselves down remember, we had a nice win at 
four points, 65-61, after Marcus Western Illinois and we turned 
Mumphrey hit a jumper from inside arol!nd and didn't play very well a 
the key with four minutes left in the day later. We had a nice win against 
game. Akron and didn't play very well a 
WRIGHT STATE (70) 
Mumphrey 3-5 0-0 7. Haucke 0-0 0-0 0, 
O'Neal 0-0 0-0 0, McGuire 2-4 0-0 5, 
Holderman 0-0 0-0 0, Hammonds 11-16 3-5 
25, Unverferth 2-3 2-2 6, Haley 4-6 4-5 12, ' 
Edwards 6-16 15. Team total: 28-50 10-14 
70. 
A repeat of Monday's falter day later. Now let's see if we can 
against Cleveland State wasn't in solve that problem and have a good 
the works though, as the Panthers effort at Northern Illinois."' 
stepped up during the stretch run The Panthers look to get back-to-
and outscored the Raiders 14-9 dur- back Mid-Con wins when they 
~ EASTERN (79) 
Collier 0-2 0-0 0, Rowe 1-4 2-4 4, Martin 0-2 
4-4 4, Johnson 7-14 1-415,•Landrus 0-0 0-0 
0, Jordan 2-4 2-2 6, Olson 10-15 4-5 34, 
West 1-2 0-0 2, Rodriguez 3-6 0-0 6, Leib 3-
9 2-2 8. Team totals: 27-58 15-21 79: 
Lady Panthers continue slide with 70-.52 loss 
By KEITH FARROLL 
Staff writer 
Illinois State's Caryn Brune and Tami Baalki put together strong first 
half performances to lead the Lady Redbirds to a 70-52 victory over a 
struggling Lady Panther team. 
Eastern dropped to 6-16 overall and 2-11 in the conference for its 
eighth straight loss. Illinois State improved to 12-11 overall and 9-5 in 
the conference. 
After being down 21-16 with 6:31 left to play in the first half, the 
game turned into the Brune-Baalki show as they led the team to 18 
straights to make the score 34-21. 
Brune scored 14 points her 22 game-high points and pulled down 11 
of her game-high 20 rebounds in the first half. Baalki added 14 of her 
18 points in the first half as well. 
"Tami Baalki bad a great game," said Eastern coach Barb Hilke. "She 
really put on an outstanding show. We couldn't stop Caryn Brune, 
although I thought Sherie! Brown did a nice job when she was in there, 
but she was loaded down on fouls early." _ 
"I thought (Eastern) was keying on Baalki and Brune and I thought 
both of them had really outstanding games for us tonight," said Illinois 
State coach Jill Hutchison. · 
One of the keys in the first half was picking up her third foul in the 
midst of the 18-0 Lady Redbird run with just 4:08 remaining in the half. 
"I thought that really hurt us," Hilke said. "We were just going to a 
motion offense and we had to substitute in Michelle Rogeirs. And she 
had stated that she was not very comfortable in that role (in the motion 
offense)." 
pastern's Shannon Baugh hit a jump shot at the half time buzzer to 
end the Lady Redbirds' scoring drought and slicing the Illinois State 
lead to 34-23. 
"The 18-0 run was the difference in the game," Hutchison said. "I 
think our defense picked up a notch during that period. I had some fresh 
kids on the floor and I thought they got much more aggressive off from 
the ball in their defensive game." 
"We had to substitute," Hilke said. "We are playing real well and the -
kids got tired and needed to come out and we lost the momentum that 
we have had. The defensive effort wasn't the same. We let the ball get in 
behind us and then played chase down the floor." 
"I think Eastern is still a good team," said Hutchison. 'They have a 
lot of good shooters and their kids that just work hard. I feel confident 
they are going to get it together. It may not happen this season, but they 
have a lot of good kids coming back next year." 
The Lady Panthers shooters, however, did not show up as they only 
shot 35.6 percent from the field. 
Senior Tracy Roller led Eastern with 17 points and six assists. Brown 
chipped in 11 points. Junior Heather Youngman bucketed 10 points and 
had eight rebounds. 
"(Roller) played a better game for us and I said that to her in the lock-
erroom that the shots she took were shots that we needed and she didn't 
throw up anything that wasn't there." 
The second half was a bit closer early on as Eastern chopped the Lady 
Redbirds' lead to 36-29 with 18:07 left to play, but Illinois State 
responded by scoring the next eight points upping the score to 44-29. 
The Lady Redbirds biggest lead of the game came on a Tracy 
Bloodworth's only field goal of the game as she drained a three-pointer 
to make the score 68-48 with 2:09 left in the game. 
The Lady Panthers host Indiana State Saturday at 7:30 at Lantz Gym. 
Eastern's last win was against the Lady Sycamores on Jan. 23. 
Hot hand ig 
team to Mid 
win over Ra 
By KEN RYAN 
Associate sports editor 
If only David Olso 
sick every game. The 
ward managed to p 
points in between s 
coughs during Easte 
victory over Wri 
Thursday night. 
Olson showed why 
eighth leading three 
in the country as a j 
son when he connec 
shots from beyond the 
ing eight of 10 in the 
"It was fun," Olson 
very focused before 
just got into a rhy 
Kavien (Martin) got 
and it kept going in." 
The 34 points was a 
for Olson, who cam 
game averaging 10.6 
game and the l 0 tbr 
broke his own East 
record for three-po' 
game. Two years ago 
against Valparaiso. 
mance raised his se 
age to 45 percent, 
shooting. 
Olson's feat was j 
the Mid-Con's re 
Akron's Mark Alb 
plished against this 
State team a week 
drained 11 three-po' 
attempts. 
The record how 
crossed his mind. 
"I was just shooti 
win," Olson said. "If 
ple of points and w 
fine." 
Eastern head c 
"I wish we could 
David one more three 
have tied the recor 
said. "He had a phe 
certainly. We told : 
to be patient and le 
him and don't rush y 
he did that. 
Olson scored the 
nine points and 18 of 
to help Eastern jump 
17 edge, a lead they 
relinquish. 
Olson's success c 
prise to Martin, who 
high eight assists, 
coming from dishing 
"Coming into the 
that Alberts hit 11 a 
State, I knew that 
going to be open," 
"So I told him that I 
ball to him and set p 
starts hitting them, h 
anyplace on the co 
And that he did. 
With 30 seconds le 
Olson canned a 28-~ 
Eastern up 44-34. 
Steve Nichols jok 
at halftime about the 
if he knew how far 
and Olson respon 
don't know, I just ke 
ther back. It just felt 






Photo courtesy of Warren Ceasar 
Warren Ceasar (aboue) and his Creole Zydeco Snap will bring their Lafayette, La.- based briefcase full of blues, soul and reggae to Friends & Co., 
509 Van Buren, at 2 p.m. Saturday. One hour before the show, the band will don their chefs' hats and cook up their original chicken gumbo recipe 
for all to enjoy. · 
Warren Ceasar and Creole Zydeco_·snap: 
heating up Charleston in February 
Warren Ceasar and Creole Zydeco Snap play 
blues. They also play soul music and reggae. But 
don't tell lead singer and .trumpeter Ceasar their 
band plays "cajun." 
"A lot of people call our brand of music 'cajun,' 
but that's not the right word for it," said Ceasar, 
often referred to as "Ceasar the crowd pleaser." 
"We play zydeco. We're all Creole, and we (zydeco 
musicians} are given recognition by zydeco instead of 
cajun. 
"That's where I came up with the name of the 
band," he added. "Zydeco is just a word for snappy. 
A green bean - that's all it is." 
Saturday afternoon, lovers of virtually all forms of 
music will have the chance to see Ceasar and the 
Creole Zydeco Snap at Friends and Co., 509 Van 
Buren. The Lafayette, La. -based quintet, which also 
By Tim Shellberg 
consists of guitarist Pandy Berrodin, bassist Robert 
LeBlanc, accordionist Dwight Carrier and skinsman 
Roland Fontenette, is scheduled to take the stage at 
2 p.m. Admission to Saturday's show is $3. 
Born Feb. 29, 1952 (''I'll really be 10 years old 
next Sunday," he said with a laugh), Ceasar said he 
was raised in the cotton fields of Louisiana. 
Although he spent most of his time in the fields, 
Ceasar said he always had the music in him. He 
started playing the trumpet, ,"the horn" as he calls it, 
at the age of 12. 
"My dad didn't want me to play music and all that 
shit, he wanted me to play cotton," he said. "When 
we were done working for the day, I used to go out 
to the fields with my horn and just play." . 
Eventually playing music won him over, and, sub-
sequently, out of the cotton fields of Louisiana. 
While playing in Louisiana nightclubs in the 70's, his 
notoriety as a renowned zydeco trumpeter grew 
such an extent that he found himself on stage at the 
Los Angeles Forum with jazz musician/pop procllic-
er Quincy Jones. 
"It was like a dream come true," Ceasar said. "In 
LA with Quincy at the Forum." 
In addition to Jones, Ceasar has also preformed 
with Issac Hayes and Luther Ingram. In 1991, 
Ceasar shared the stage in what was probably his 
most ·awkward billing with Dolly Parton and Lee 
Greenwoood at, of all places, Walt Disney World in 
Orlando, Fla. 
Yet it is his association with fell ow Louisiana 
zydeco musician Clifton Chenier that,judging by the 
telephone interview conducted early 
(Continued on page 6B) 
c 
0 
My Place Lounge: 
727 Seventh St. . 
Doudna Fine Arts Center: 
Friday - "Comedy of Errors," 8 
p.m., $6 public, $3 students 
Saturday- "Comedy of Errors," 
8 p.m., $6 public, $3 students 
· Sunday - "Comedy Of Errors," 
2 p.m., $6 public, $3 students 
Roes: 
410 Sixth St. 
Friday - ·Alternative rock with 
DJ Kevin Kramer, laser light 
show, 7 p.m. 
Saturday - Shadoobee, 7 p.m., 
$2. 
Friday & Saturday__: Ban-Y· and The Broadw~y-Boogie Band, 9 p .m. 
Friends and Co.: 
509 Van Buren 
Friday - Ward, Love Cup, and Pumuky, alternative rock from Champaign, 9:30 p.m., $3, in the 
Dungeon. 
Saturday - Fossil Dogs, Disco Zombies, and Dementia 13, 9:30 p.m., $3, in the Dungeon. 
also: Warren Caeser and Creole Zydeco Snap in the Middle ~oom, food at 1 p.m., music at 2 p.m. 
(see page one for more details) 
Ted's Warehouse: 
102 Sixth St. 
Friday-Hard Knox, 9:30 p.m., $18-10 w/ coupon. • 
Saturday- Micky Finn, 9:30 p.m., $1 8-10 w/ coupon. 
Compiled by Carrie Carpenter 
-----.--
How ya <loin'? 
The Verge desk, to anybody who fre-
quents the Daily Eastern Newsroom, seems 
to always be a center of chaos of sorts. A fun 
and unorganized chaos, but chaos nonethe-
less. 
And this week, there's been a lot going on 
to stimulate that chaos. 
Saturday Afternoon, Louisiana's Warren 
Caesar and Creole Zydeco Snap bring their 
spicy brand of R&B, Soul and Creole Blues 
to Charleston's Frio on the Bayou, Friends 
and Co. I spoke with Warren and his funky 
bunch Wednesday evening, and they are just 
about the nicest guys you'll ever meet. 
In addition to bringing their special mix o' 
music to Friends, the band will also spice up 
their kitchen and cook up their own recipe of 
Louisiana Chicken Gumbo at 1 p.m., just an 
hour before their performance. 
Hey. That beafs the hell out of KFC' s hot 
wings. 
This week, we also go one step beyond 
the norm and offer an in-depth look at sell-
ing spring break. Verge vet Jay Askin spoke 
to many area and national spring break 
salesmen who aid those in search of the per-
fect March tan and discovered the ins and 
outs of selling Daytona, South Padre and 
other hot spots. 
While Jay was seeing mirages, constant 
Verge companions J .A. Winders and Rich 
Bird went crazy in "Wayne's World." While 
, the boys could have simply turned in a run-
of-the-mill review, theY, als.o .~hos~Jo J(),Ok 
into the making of the· film: ·:J ~k: falkecl t6 ~ 
several Auroraites affiliated with the fJ.h:n's 
making in that town, and Rich turned in o ne 
stellar review (also reviewed: Cowboy 
Junkies, the Sugarcubes). 
Party on, Jay. Party on, Rich. 
That'll do it for this week. Party on, y'all . 
~~ 
U-STORE WAREHOUSE New Location 345-5576 
---·=··· INDIVIDUAL ROOMS 
"You Carry The Key" 
Behind Rex & Don's Warehouse 
S. Rt. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920 
Day Phone • 345-3334 
Night Phone • 345-5850 
Don & Mary Thomason · Owners 





13 Privately Owned Craft Booths 
LARGE or S 
Try Them A 
Jerry's Pizza & 
345-2844 
r----------, r--------
: Large Single : 1 Small Sing 
1 Ingredient Pizza 1 : Ingredient Pi 
: & Quart of Coke: : & Quart of C 
: $7.95 : : $5;9 
I I I 
I Delivered 345-2844 I I Delivered 345· 
: Expires May 31 st, 1992 : : Expires May 31 st, 
L-----------.J r----------, 
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: Expires May 31st, 1992 : : Expires May 31st, 
L-------
- . 
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Wi:EKEm> BREAKFAST 
SPECIAL 
2 Eggs with Hash Browns & 1 /2 
order of Biscuits & Gravy with 
Bacon or Sausage 
Breakfast Served 
Saturday 7-11 ':30 am 
and Sunday 7-2:00 pm 
7th and Madison 
(one block North of the Square) 
345-7427 
Open 7 Days A Week 
r- -:FAMILvCH01CE~, 
II $ 9 . ~T?Auxs rwo ~~~'.~~~r~zzAs I 
CHARLESTON I 
1 Pizza with 8 toppings - 1 Pizza with 2 toppings 
I ®rum©~ 21~~f92 I 
Presents its 1992 
Pledge Class 
r-PARTv PACK-, I 4 LARGE PIZZAS WITH CHEESE AND 1 TOPPING I 
I $1 9 _9.9 3 W. LINCOLN 1. 
• PLUS 345-4 7 43 
TAX CHARLESTON 
IL ~ -~·21~~~2 ~ 
_______ ... 












ips for ·sale 
student entrepreneurs off er a variety of Spring Break deals 
seven-day trip you seek, just call 
one of the agencies that you've 
seen advertise in the newspaper, 
on radio or in the flyers pinned 
up around campus. 
Eastern student Denise Lareau 
is a sales representative for Orion 
Tours. Orion Tours is selling 
packages of five and seven days 
to South Padre, Texas, and 
Cancun, Mexico. The Padre 
packages are based on a six-per-
• son contract that can place stu-
~---- dents on the beach in a condo 
Old Man Winter approach-
close of another season 
e Alberta Clipper retreats 
to the Great White North, 
students begin to prepare 
ir annual journey south. 
time to trade sweaters and 
for bikinis and Blueblock-
lt' s time to drop a few 
ds and a few bucks in 
for fun in the sun and a 
nture. 
ately -for students who 
to bask in the rays of the 
southern sun, there are a 
of different vacation oppor-
available. All the benefits 
ultimate ultraviolet escape 
ely a phone call away. 
ona Beach, South Padre 
, Cancun, Panama City 
- all at cut-rate prices that 
's conscious consumer is 
ping for. If it's a five- or 
for $329 per person or off the 
beach in a nearby hotel for .$189 
each. The Padre packages do not 
include transportation; however, 
the Cancun vacation includes 
round-trip air fare and can place 
a group of four on the beach 
front for $639 each. Also avail-
able is a four-person deal that 
can place students in downtown 
Cancun for $399 each. 
A security deposit of $50 per 
person -is required for the Padre 
trip, which is fully refunded, pro-
vided the hotel room is not dam-
aged. The Cancun trip requires a 
$100 initial deposit, which is 
deducted from the total cost of 
the trip, when the deal is final-
ized. P:!rtial cancellation refunds 
are made as long as notice is 
given at least 30 days prior to the 
departure date. 
Insurance is available through 
Orion Tours, ·which offers bag-
gage claim, health and accident 
coverage. Lareau's advice to 
vacationing students: "Be well-
prepared moneywise .. 
"You might want to bring a 
credit card with you," she added. 
"And have fun; it's what spring 
break is all about." 
Eastern seniors Kim Kennedy 
and Kristen Gorman are selling 
vacation trips through a Chicago 
based company called Inter-
Campus Programs. The Inter-
Campus packages off er a four-
person deal to Panama City 
Beach, Florida, for a cost of 
$129 (transportation not includ-
ed) or $209 with bus transporta-
tion provided. There is a $50-
dollar reservation requirement 
that is fully refundable upon can-
cellation. 
Another vacation agency, 
Sunchase, is offering a wide vari-
ety of spring packages. Based in 
Fort Collins, Colo., Sunchase is 
the leading vacation agency for 
Padre Island and has been pro-
viding vacation services for the 
past 11 years. 
Sunchase offers a four-person, 
seven-night deal to Padre Island 
for $158 each. For the better 
location on the south side of the 
island "where most of the action 
is," according to Sunchase adver-
tising director Joe Farmer, "there 
is $208-per-person package at 
the Holiday Inn. For an extra 
$10, the same seven-night pack-
age is available but rooms are -set 
at the Sheridan Resort. 
Panama City Beach, "a strong 
hot spot for the southern states," 
said Farmer, is available at a cost 
of $}22 per person for a foµr-
person group. 
"Hotel rooms include kitch-
enettes" for the seven-day pack-
age, Farmer said. 
All five-day packages are sold 
out for the final week of March in 
all Sunchase Padre and Daytona 
packages. Sunchase is also the 
largest travel agency for the Ski 
packages at Steamboat, Colo. 
Steamboat trips are available in 
weekend, and five- and seven-
night packages. 
A seven-night package with 
hotel lodging is available for 
$302 per person for a four-per-
son package. A condo stay will 
cost $342 for 'seven nights. Both 
options include a five-day lift tick-
et in the cost. A five-night $242 
hotel and $252 condo package is 
. a\iailable 3nd both include a four-
day lift ticket. Transportation is 
not included in the costs of any 
Sunchase trips travel discounts 
are available. Insurance is an 
extra expense and cannot be 
obtained through Sunchase but a 
referral service is available. 
South Padre Island's media 
coordinator Cathy Cabler says 
Padre Island had more than 
60,000 spring break visitors last 
year and is expecting 100, OOO 
this year. 
South Padre Island is pushing 
its "Party Smart" program this 
year. "Party Smart" is a program 
used on more than 850 campus-
es nationwide at1d was created by 
Beer Drinkers of America, a non-
profit, alCohol awareness pro-
gram. 
"The program encourages 
drinking responsibly," Cabler 
said. "It doesn't condone nor 
condemn the use of alcohol," she 
added. 
"Party smart will host the sec-
ond annual sandcastle-building 
event in which contestants can-
not drink alcoholic beverages dur-
ing the competition," said Cabler. · 
"Steve Beuerlein, quarterback for 
the Dallas Cowboys is spokesper-
son for this year's classic and is 
expected to attract and influence 
many spring breakers this year." 
Cabler said. 
Although there is a lot of hype 
over Padre Island and it is the 
biggest running attraction among 
college students, Daytona Beach 
is a close runner-up. 
"Daytona Beach plans more 
than 200 diff etent activities every 
year, including volleyball tourna-
- ments, proouct expos and bikini 
contests," said Georgia Carter, 
Daytona Beach public relations 
director. 
"MlV will broadcast many of 
Spring Break's best moments at 
Daytona Beach for the ninth 
consecutive year," she added. 
MTV will air its annual 
Daytona Beach special from 
March 20 to March 22 .. 
-.· • ·•·· ;.".:•:! ·ST:UDENTS· SHOP 
CROSS COUNTY 
MALL 
We have 35 Stores for your 
Shopping Needs 
PCOMING MALL EVENTS 
SPRING ARTS AND CRAFT 
SHOW FRI SAT-SUN FEB 2.1, 
22 23 .· 4 ~ ~~ i:~· !· · 
E~st Central Illinois H9me 
builders exhibits Fri-Sat Sun. Feb . ·• 
28 29 Mar 1 
GIRL SCOUT COOKIE DAY 
OPEN TO ALL TROOPS. • 
SATURDAY FEB. 29 
Lincolnland Visiting Nurses 
Cholesterol check and sugar • 
counts. Wed March 4 from 
10 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
ANNUAL FARM SHOW FRI 
SAT SUN-MARCH 6, 7 & 8 Blue 
· Grass Music Exhibits prizes, 
" 
. cont-ests, ect, ect. · 
~ Project Graduation , 
car raffle, Fri. Sat. Sun March 
6,7,8 
Judging of Choice Anti drug and 
Anti alcohol. Posters. 
Sat March 7 
Annual Boat Show 
FRI-SAT-SUN March 13, 14 &15 
¥ 
• Trout Fishing Pond Thurs-Fri-
Sat-Sun March 12-13-14 & 15 
• Lincolnland Visiting Nurses Blood 
. r ~ .Pressure Check,s . Monday March 
,, ', '16 1 I I 
· , p.m. _ 
· ·• Project Help Screening Monday-
Thursday March 16-17-18 &19 . 
• Sarah Bush Mobile Wellness 
Health Clinic. Thurs, March 19, 
4-6 pm 
Open daily 
from 10 a.m.-9 p.m. 
~S and Sundays · 
Cross County Mall GiftCertificatesavailableinMall 
Office from 8:30 a.m. till 5 
~ from Noon until 5 p.m. Mattoon, . Illinois p.m. sundaysfrom i2-sp.m 
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Wayne's World has done wonders for Atir 
I ' 
By J.A. WINDERS 
·The Muslims have Mecca, 
the gamblers have Las Vegas, 
and the Elvis followers have 
Graceland; now a new focal 
point for devoted pilgrims has 
developed in Aurora. 
"Wayne's World," with its 
recent surge in popularity on 
NBC's Saturday Night Live 
and the subsequent release bf · 
its first feature-length film, 
has propelled the city of 
Aurora into the national spot-
light. 
"It has been a skit for them 
and a lot of fun for us too 
because Aurora gets the name 
out, " said Greater · Aurora 
Chamber of Commerce mem-
ber Walter Denkowski. 
"You wouldn't believe the 
calls we've been getting ask-
ing about the bars they talk 
about on the show," Denkow-
ski said. 
"I haven't had a chance to 
see the film yet," said Aurora 
mayor David Pierce. "But I 
guess several people have and 
it has . been favorably review-
ed." 
Eastern student and Aurora 
_resident Cindy Nichols said 
that she, like the~ mayor, had 
not seen the movie in Aurora 
but she offered commentary 
•as tp how the characters have 
~"'~nged -the way lif.e~works 
for the Aurora resident. 
"Everybody asks 'Where 
are you from?' and when I say 
'Aurora' the people say 'Hey, 
Wayne's World.' It is especial-
ly from the guys." 
Even though the mayor 
and Nichols haven't seen the 
film, it wasn't due to lack 'Of 
exposure of the film in their 
area. 
''We have several theaters 
in the Aurora area. One of 
them is a company-owned 
general cinema, and they 
have two theaters showing 
the same movie, ·which is 
'Wayne's World."' said Den-
kowski. "Then we have an-
other theater showing it. So 
we. have three theaters In the 
Aurora area showing the 
same movie." 
·a~~ ~··~~'~I 
ON THE SQUARE 
CHARLESTON 
Saturday 
You Wanted It 
You Got It! 
Kitchen Now Open 




Includes chips & pickle 
spear 
Kitchen Hours 
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
~ Barttours • 
~ ll a.m. - la.m. 
Pierce said that to his 
"knowledge none of it was 
filmed in the Aurora area. No 
crews were ever in Aurora . 
l'm not sure any of it was 
filmed in the Chicago area." 
Paramount Studios was 
contacted but unavailable to 
support or contradict this 
statement. But either way, the 
Aurora aura was maintained. 
The local flavor to the film 
was pd_ded by the fact that the 
motion picture company used 
a former police chief of 
Aurora as a character in the 
film. In addition to him, sever-
al characters from the film 
were based upon actual indi-
viduals from the Aurora com-
munity, Denkowski said. 
"I've been told the reason 
Aurora got picked was be-
cause it comes out of the 
comedy routine they do on 
Saturday Night Live," Pierce 
said. "One of the creators was 
from the Chicago area and 
liked the name Aurora." 
Pierce continued to say 
that the studio did contact the 
city officials to inform them of 
the making of the film and 
the use of the city's name, but 
"they didn 't clear it with us; 
they told us. " ·· · ---
Although the city was 
unable to be used as the site 
of the, filming, many said that 
Aurora would seem to be a 
perfect sight for hosting the 
premiere of the film. Den-
kowski, however, said the sit-
uation did not work out for 
the best for the city. 
"We were too late in doing 
it (organizing t)le premier.e. 
event) and unfortunately we 
were not able to get to 
.Paramount as we hoped to 
have done," Denkowski said. 
Pierce said in conclusion 
that he did not "know that it 
('Wayne's World') had any 
effect on the community since 
it wasn't filmed in the com-
munity." Denkowski, howev-
er, concluded by relating the 
thoughts of the community 
members he deals with every-
day. 
"It's been a lot of fun for 
the citY of Aurora." 
~~(r1/!1~ \\ \\,,,, 
,,~~'\.~:......~~~ 
Wayne's World promises to be classic -
By RICH BIRD 
"fished in" at the· thought of being 
bringing their little cable show to a 
ence. 
Just as "Gone with the Wind ," And there the trouble begins. 
"Casablanca," and "Ben Hur" have stood the After Lowe tries to swindle Wayne 
test of time to become all-time motion picture show, he moves in on Wayne's bass 
classics, "Saturday Night Live" stars Mike Myers girlfriQlld (Tia Carrere). What ensues .is 
and Dana Carvey's movie "Wayne's World" metalhead "Revenge of the Nerd 
shows the promise of being the type of film General Garth leading the reject stu 
that will be studied and loved by many genera-. into battle against Kane. 
tions to come ... NOT! Set in Aurora, the movie exploits 
The team of Myers and Carvey star in of Chicago and its Western suburbs in 
"Wayne's World" as Wayne Campbell and manner as 1981's "The Blues Brothe 
Garth Algar, the lovable hosts of their own pub- also featured characters introduced· on " 
lie access channel show. "Wayne's World" is The biggest surprise of "Wayne's 
the first full length feature for the two charac- however, is the PG-13 rating given to 
ters since they were first introduced on "SNL" the exception of a tongue-in-cheek " 
in 1989. Sex Scene" that in itself couldn't 
Director Penelope Spheeris ("The Decline of blush. Otherwise, there is little else 
Western Civilization I" and "II") brings the boys · be construed as offensive to impre 
t-0 the big screen -in1an ac;Wenrura, tbpt ,p~o~11 110.'Mlgj inig.~. 1 ;!:hEL f'!)9J,i'£ 9e.serves 
them cash and busty babes - as well as the dari- more than a PG rating. . . , ·-r 
ger of losing their show. - '"' · > ·'1- 'Tiie 'toriclusioii to dWayfie's Wor 
The film is by no means intended to be con- place in true metalhead goofball fashi 
sidered one of the great motion picture classics a series of- alternate endings, (one 
of all time, rather, it serves only the purpose of comes directly from a "Scooby-Doo" 
entertaining. And that is exactly what it does. script) Wayne and Garth will leave a 
From the time the opening credits began to satisfied by boldly gone where no pu 
roll, so does the audience. "Wayne's World" is show has gone before. 
an almost no_n-stop "Saturday Night Live1' skit The critical viewer will notice ea 
that proved that the somewhat cult characters 70's rocker Meatloaf, "Twin Peaks" · 
were durable enough to keep the audience in Flynn Boyle, who plays Wayne's men 
hysterics from beginning to end. friend, and former Chicago Blackha 
The plot of the film revolves around the tool mogul Stan Makita. But critical 
weasely dealings of television tycoon Ben Kane isn't necessary to enjoy "Wayne's W 
(Rob Lowe) who is set on buying the boys' comic devices in "Wayne's World" 
show and selling it to an overbearing corporate what universal and should appeal to all, 
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A GOOD ATTITU 
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AND A T0uCH OF ROMA 
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GOURMET SU 
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345• 107 
Copyright 1986 Jirrvny 
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nkies explore folk, soul on Black Eyed Man 
SHELLBERG 
rist Cowboy Junkie fans might 
upon hearing the opening licks 
uthern Rain," the first track on 
Eyed Man. Instead of leading off 
gloomy, yet tender funeral dirge 
hich has literally become signa-
or the Junkies, "Southern Rain" 
very well be a borrowed track 
- of all places - any BoDeans 
this change in sound isn't bad 
e Junkies, though. In fact, the 
pected shift in musical · direction 
lack Eyed Man is - and should be 
ed by Junkies fans. as - a wel-
d affair. The Junkies could have 
Lovely Junkies: Margo Timmins & Co. 
interwoven by their simplicity with a 
brash coat of standard soul. This past-
meets-present factor is also evident on 
the rocking "Murder, Tonight, In The 
Trailer Park," the sultry "Oregon Hill" 
and the poppy "A Horse In The 
Country." 
But while the music on Black Eyed 
Man is more aggressive than when 
compared to Trinity and Caution, the 
lyrics and, most notably, Margo's 
vocals, are as tender than ever. On 
this collection of mostly extroverted 
tracks, Margo makes a point to avoid 
following the music's flexible suit as 
much as the various tempo restrictions 
allow and, with the exception of "A 
Horse In The Country" and "The Last 
Spike," she pulls it off with elegant 
charm. . · · 
to the haunting schema which 
ed successfully on 1988's land-
The Trinity Sessions and dupli-
on 1990's The Caution Horses. 
tead of doing nothing but stick-
ith that successful formula, the 
es - vocalist Margo Timmins and 
brothers, guitarist Michael 
ins and drummer Peter Timmins, 
with bassist Alan Anton - chose 
past - are the gist of the album. 
Maybe the Timmins siblings and 
Anton saw a need for change; one 
indication of this possibility can be 
seen in the change in their recording 
pattern of the past. On Trinity and 
Caution, the Junkies recorded the 
albums in only a matter of days time 
inside an abandoned church in 
Toronto. But on this new album, the 
band opted to - gasp - enter a record-
ing school with a cast of seemingly 
thousands of guest musicians and (at 
least for them) meticulously record the 
dozen songs on Black Eyed Man 
throughout last winter. 
To their benefit, being articulate 
paid off. But while the arrangements 
on Black Eyed Man are lush, they are 
not slick or polished. While the 
Junkies branch out a bit on this out-
ing, they still manag~ to keep one foot 
somewhat in touch with their simplistic 
roots. 
In fact, the element that makes 
Black Eyed Man an outstanding is the 
perfectly imbalanced meter between 
uncharacteristically versatile legions of 
songwriting quietly dashed with 
Margo's torch singing. Although they 
elevated their orchestration - when 
compared to Trinity and Caution -
on Black Eyed Man, the Cowboy 
Junkies still remain loyal to their roots 
in the general scheme of the album. 
Junkie purists who are disoriented with 
this seemingly left-of-center release 
must will, hopefµlly, be able through 
this new sound and still be able to see 
the Junkies' intact soul through the 
end of this variable tunnel. 
plore elements of the hard road 
his new album. On Black Eyed 
elements of soul, traditional folk 
even poppy harmonies - all 
aracteristic to Junkie fare of the 
Take the beautiful Michael Tim-
mins-penned "If You Were The 
Woman And I Was The Man," for 
example. On this song - a lovely duet 
featuring Margo and country music 
veteran John Prine - a potentially · 
glossy-produced disaster was averted 
by sticking with the .basics, yet it's 
ird ti01e around not Joyful for the Sugarcubes 
bombed with 1983's War, and the Police did it on 
1980's Zenyatta Mondatta when 1979's Regatta 
De Blanc went nowhere on the charts. · 
The Sugarcubes, however, might not be so lucky, 
SHELLBERG as Stick Around For Joy, their follow-up to Here 
Today, is an embarrassly uneven collection of 
fe's Too Good, the Sugarcubes 1988 interna- tracks. At its best, only about a third of the 10 
I de but, was more of · al?~ :e've11t·_ t,lfaii-:.~ ~re .i ·tfacks' r~U-th'e . .heldssal arrareti~l 'that maae Life_'s'i 
re. The high-pitched "outburs.ts 0f .Jea'Cl shrieker Too Good so mem'orable.- Yet the Cubes sink to 
k combined with the onslaught of assaulting new lows at many points thro.ughout Stick Around 
rs brought on a Never Mind The Bullocks, For Joy, which might indicate that Life's Too 
's The.Sex Pistols-powered kick in the ass on Good was, basically, the tip of this Swedish band's 
ho were listening. Life's Too Good was, with- creative peak. 
doubt, one of the best albums of 1988. · The problem with Stick Around For Joy is pret-
t then, the unfortunate happened. Their 1990 ty apparent; the Sugarcubes discovered America. In 
w up, Here Today, Tomorrow, Next Week, 1988, the Cubes seems musically immune to the 
lly bit the big one. It lacked the in-your-face banal, computerized pop scene in what was to them 
ssion that made Life's Too Good the ultimate a distant America. This immunity is probably what 
-rock classic that it is. But that was okay. made Life's Too Good all too grea.t. But accep-
a band fall victim to the dreaded sophomore tance·and a strive to please listeners the states is a 
p (for those not familiar with the term, a logical explanation for this mess. 
omore slump is a notoriously heinous situation It's hard to see it coming, though. "Gold," the 
e the expectations to a successful debut release album's jugular-grabbing opener, comes across like 
not met) and can redeem themselves with their a sure sign that the Cubes are coming out of their 
d album. U2 did it when 1982's- October sophomore slump. "Gold" has all the elements of 
YOUNGSTOWN 
APARTMENTS 
what the Sugarcubes could do when at their best 
and unscathed by bad America. 
But bad America rears its ugly head on "Hit," 
which is full of unnecessary hip-hop scratching and 
- gulp - a rap. Nothing against the hip-hop or rap 
scenes, where turntable scratching has become 
trademark, but the scratching is out of place here 
~on "Hit" as well as on "Chihuahua," the album's 
closing track. 
The rest of Stick Around is as hit-and-miss. 
Dreamscapes such as "Happy Nurse" and "Lucky 
Night," which are reminiscent of Life's finer 
moments, are distorted and not as easy to remem-
ber because of weaker tracks like the shiny, happy 
"Hetro Scum," the cheezy, Smokey Robinson-fla-
vored "Vitamin," and the stupid 'Tm Hungry." 
It's unfortunate that the Sugarcubes stumbled for 
the second time in a row on Stick Around For Joy, 
The only desire this album creates is the want to lis-
ten to Life's Too Good. It's also said that we, as 
Americans, · should point the finger at ourselves for 
musically corrupting them. "This wasn't supposed 
to happen," Bjork sings on "Hit." She should be 
talking about the motorcrash that became Stick 
Around For Joy. 
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(Continued from page lB) 
Wednesday evening from his hotel room in 
Chicago, Ceasar is most fond of. Ceasar was a 
member of Chenier's Red Hot Louisiana Band for 
eight years. Their 1982 release; I'm Here, which 
featured Ceasar's horn playing, won a Grammy 
award for best zydeco album. 
regarding the bands constant concert schedule. "We 
play heavily during the spring and summertime. 
There's a lot of festivals, weddings, nightclubs." 
But whereas many bands might dread spending a 
bulk of their year on the road, Ceasar said the band 
enjoys the constant touring. 
(Chenier) gave me three trumpet solos on that 
· album," Ceasar said. "It was great winning (the 
Grammy award); I was at the (awards) ceremony." 
"It's nice," he said. "It gives us a chance to travel 
and keep the zydeco growing." 
Yet the Clifton Chenier Hot Louisiana Band 
came to an abrupt halt when Chenier died in 1987. 
"When he passed away, we (the band) played at 
his funeral," Ceasar said. "He and his music will 
never die as long as I'm alive." 
But with all the time the band spends on the 
road, Ceasar and Creole Zydeco Snap have 
released three albums, 1989's Cotton Pickin' 
Blues, 1990's Bayou Trash and last year's Zydeco 
Shootout At El Sidos. 
A year after Chenier's death, Warren Ceasar 
hooked up with guitarist Berrodln, bassist LeBlanc, 
drummer Fortenette and accordionist Carrier, and 
Warren Ceasar and Creole Zydeco Snap was born. 
"We try to put something out every year," he 
said. "We're not a big-name band, but we're trying 
to make a living too.".. . . , 
"I book myself, and God is my agent," he added. 
"Where he books m~, I'll go." 
"We've been together for about four years, and 






CHARLESTON CABLE GUIDE 
WTWO (NBC) ............... 2 NICK .. ............... ... ... 16 WEIU ......................... 29 
WCIA(CBS) ................... 3 MTV ........................ 18 LOCAL .......... ............. 30 
CNN .............................. 5 TNN ........................ 19 WTHI (CBS) ... ............ 31 
WAND(ABC) ................. 7 TWC ....................... 20 C-SPAN .................... :32 
FOX ..... .......................... 8 CNBC ..................... 22 WICD (NBC) .............. 33 
DISC ............................. 9 AMC ....................... 23 avc ....... .. .................. 34 
WGN ........................... 10 ESPN ...................... 24 DISNEY ....................... 4 
FAM ............. ... ............. 11 TNT ........................ 25 SHOW ......................... 6 
WILL (PBS) ........... ...... 12 USA ........ .. ........... .. . 26 ENCORE ................... 14 
LIFE ............. .... ......... .. 13 ARTS ......... ..... ........ 27 HB0: ...... ... ................. 17 
WTBS .......................... 15 COURT ................... 28 TMC ........................... 21 
P.M. 
6:00 ews 



















7:00 SNL Goes Winter Olympics Family Matters Skiing Murder, She 
7:30 Commercial XVI Step by Step Wrote 
8:00 · Movie: Darkman Baby Talk American Beyond Reality 
8:30 Billy Wilderness Ray Bradbury 
9:00 20/20 Americas Cup Swamp Thing 
9:30 Snowmobiling Hitch hiker 
10:00 News News News Schaap Talk Movie 
10:30 Tonight M*A*S*H Love Connection Sports Center 
11:00 Current Affair Johnny B 
11:30 Late Night Hard Copy Nightline Amazing Games 
P.M. 
6:00 
6:30 Hoosier Millionair M"A*S*H $100,000 Fortune Motorcycle 
7:00 Golden Girls XVI Winter Jaleel White Racing Movie: 
7:30 Walter and Emily Olympics Game Best Seller 
8:00 Empty Nest Who's the Boss Amer. Muscle 
8:30 Nurses Growlng Pains 
9:00 Sisters Commish Pool 
9:30 Hitchhiker 
10:00 News News News Beyond Reality 
10:30 Sat. Night Live Current Affair WKRP SportsCenter Movie: 
11:00 Married .. Beach Balls 
11:30 .. Ent. Tonight Night Court Bic.ycling 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7,17 ESPN-24 USA-26 
6:00 Hot Country 60 Minutes Life Goes On SportsCenter Blindman's Bluff 
6:30 Nights Swimsuit 90 
7:00 I Witness XVI Winter Movie: Rainman Pool 
7:30 Video Olympic 
8:00 Movie: What Boxing Silk Stalking 
8:30 She Doesn't 
9:00 Know Counterstrike 
9:30 
10:00 News News News SportsCenter Stalking 
10:30 Roggin's Heroe Olympic Games Lifestyles ... 
11:00 Baywatch NFL's Greatest Hollywood Insider 
11:30 Nitecap Movie Moments Commercial Program 

















Movie: Washington Week LA Law 
Troop Beverly Wall Street Week 
Hills Hello Love Movie: Out 
on the Edge 
News The 90's 
Night Court Being Served? Spenser: For 
Kojak Movie: Hire 
Gary Shandling 
Movie Molly Dodd 
Rich and Fam. 
100,000 Fortune 
Movie: Cyborg Songs of the Civil Movie: My 





Falty Towers Veronica Clare 
Movie Dr. Who 
.... _...__ ~ 
..; . .. 
. . ·.: : ~ 
WGN-10, 9 
Star Search Nature 
Family Practice 
Masterpiece Theatr Cardiology 
Internal Med. 
News All Creatures OB/Gyn. Update 
Replay Great and Small Family Practice 
Monsters Piglet Files Journal Update 
Street Justice Sandbaggers Precribing 









Summer Games Wings Palfrey of 
Westminster 
Star Trek: The Adventurers Minder 
Next Generation 
Comic Strip Live WorldVal9r Autograph 
Firepower Film 
In Living Color Making of a Robin Hood 
Roe Continent 
Married ... Wings at War Cousteau 
Herman's Head 
Sunday Comics Let Me Be Brave 
Arsenio (10:20) Wings Shelly 
After Henery 
Runaway Living Planet 
Pump It Up! 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1 
tors wake up to award nominations 
ANGELES (AP) - Susan Sarandon, Jodie 
and Warren Beatty were awakened by 
one calls Wednesday with news of their 
nominations as Hollywood agents placed 
round the world to find lucky celebrities. 
Nolte was boarding a plane for Spain, 
ony Hopkins was on a movie set in 
a and Barbra Streisand was in London 
ing CNN when she learned her movie 
Prince of Tides" got seven nominations. 
ademy Award contenders were 
ced at 5:30 a.m. Los Angeles time so 
etwork morning shows could televise 
live to viewers in the East. It meant an 
art for an industry that normally clocks 
ut mid-morning. 
atty, who won a directing Oscar for 
, " was awakened by a jubilant telephone 
m "Bugsy" co-producer Mark Johnson. 
o, it doesn't get old because when you 
a community - with people who do a 
f work - your level of caring about that 
unity increases, it doesn't decrease. It's a 
thing to happen," Beatty said in a tele-
interview. 
tty, who will turn 55 on March 30, the 
f the Academy Award presentations, said 
as disappointed his actress-girlfriend 
tte Bening wasn't nominated for her 
" role as moll Virginia Hill. 
was definitely in my bed when the phone 
• said Foster, nominated as best actress 
The Silence of the Lambs." Asked how 
going to celebrate, she said, 'Tm going to 
the dry cleaners to get my jeans altered. 
the meter reader is here now. That's 
it." Sarandon and Geena Davis were 
ated for their roles in the controversial 
"Thelma & Louise." "I'm very pleased to 
ored with all of these wonderful actors, 
but I'm most pleased that Geena and I have 
been honored together. I never would have got-
ten in the car without her," Sarandon said. 
"I had one of the best experiences of my life 
making 'Thelma & Louise' because I was so 
passionate about it and because . . . of my beau~ 
tiful partner in crime," Davis said . "Getting · 
acknowledgement like this is icing on the 
cake." "Boyz N the Hood" director John · 
Singleton jumped.from his Las Vegas hotel bed 
when he heard his name on TV. 
"I was half asleep with my head on the pil-
low. The first name they called was mine and I 
sprang up," said Singleton, who was nominat-
ed for best director and original screenplay. 
'Tm just in awe. If somebody had told me three 
years ago this was going to happen, I'd have 
said they were crazy. But, wow!" Despite multi- · 
pie nominations for "The Prince of Tides," 
Streisand was passed over in the best directing 
category. 
"I can't deny that I'm disappointed, but I'm 
thrilled to get seven," she said from London. 
"I'm ecstatic about that. Even though I was dis-
appointed about myself." Nolte, nominated for 
his performance opposite Streisand in "The 
Prince of Tides," was boarding a Madrid-bound 
plane in London when he learned of the nomi-
nation. 
"I feel fine and I am grateful. I didn't antici-
pate it," Nolte said by telephone after he got to 
Spain. "The work is most important to me. 
You do your best in every picture. Yes, I am 
grateful." Hopkins was on location in Geneva 
filming "Charlie" when director Sir Richard 
Attenborough told him of his "The Silence of 
the Lambs" acting nomination. 
"I don't believe it. I didn't expect it. I never 
expect anything like that," Hopkins said. 
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Starts at 9:30 
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Just in Time for Spring Break 
New Bulbs · 
tliEiCT 
PANTHER BEACH 
CHECK OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 348-5812 
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presents 
lath AlUIUAL 11188 BLACK BIU PAGUNT 
"BllOJllY: ltUCGANT VIBIOR8 of 8UCCB88" ' 
&atmdq, J'ebrau7 n. 1992 
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GeDen1 M••eetma: $5.00 Adftlace, $7.00 Door 
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DAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1992 
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Spring 1992 Xi Pledge Class \ 
President Jenni Sjwek 
Treasurer Paula Kubarek 
Secretary Kathie Miller 
Fundraising Kerry Kuenstler 
Sisterhood Kelly Sweezy 

















' O I I P 0 I TeS 
• Sweatshirts ·T-shirts 
·Sweatpants ·Tank tops 
• Greek items • Hats 
and MORE,!! 
THE ATHLETIC DEPT 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
401 LINCOLN • 345- 1200 
·Problems _saucing it up at Mickey-0' s 
McDonald's. 
It's the center of American fast food culture. It exists so that we, as a nation, may pursue the 
truths that we as a God-fearing, beef-eating people hold to be self evident; among these Food, 
Folks, afld Fun!. 
But the days of fun are over. 
Our campus McDonald's now has started an interesting policy to rob customers of their God-
given right to free condiments. The policy states that all McNugget sauces will be sold for $.10 a 
piece. What the hell is next? 
. Will we soon be charged for all condiments, napkins and straws as well? Will we now be 
metered for booth time in the state-of-the-art dining facility? Will the Campus Police begin their 
completely fair ticketing policy for slow eaters by making them pay the fine before leaving the 
restaurant? If we don't pay', will our rep·ort cards be held and our classes cancelled until payment 
is received in full? Where will it end? 
It is bad ~nough that the food consumers on this campus must endure consuming a beef-simu-
lated patty from the restaurant. Now we as· a group must pay for the sauce t.o drown it in. ·· 
We at Talk went right to the source of this great condiment conflict, the McDonald's 
Corporate Headquarters in Oak Park. What follows is_ a partial transcript of the conversation 
. between J.A. and several victims in the McDonald's organization. 
J.A.: Our campus McDonald's just started an oppressive policy of charging 10 cents per con-
tainer ·of sweet and sour sauce. Is this national McDonald's policy? 
McDonald's Corporate Headquarters: No, that is up tq the individual restaurants; they make 
the call. 
J .A.: Uh-huh .... Does this apply to only sweet and sour sauces or all condiments in danger? 
MCH: No, it can apply for anything, like ketchup. Take for instance if the limit on ketchup is 
three for a large fry and you ask for six ketchups if you like more ketchups than normal. The 
owner-operator may make a charge for extra condiments. We don't recommend it. 
We took these statements to the University Union McDonald's, where it was explained to us 
that diners were "abusing their condiment privileges" and that it was "cutting into their profits." 
We at Talk would just like to say "Oh, shut the hell up." 
The Union McDonald's is the only fast food restaurant on campus. It's quick and it's easy for 
students to get something to eat there and continue on with their merry day. So don' '. !:live us 
that crap about a couple of people desiring sweet and sour sauces cutting into profits . · 
We here at Talk issue a "McDonald's State O' Emergency." It is time to come out against the 
forces of fast food oppression and take-out tyranny. 
Talk Is Cheap issues a movement asking for all students to hoard as many ketchup packets 
from the Union McDonald's as possible until McDonald 's releases its vicious grip upon their 
condiment distribution policies. 
Who knows? Quite possibly they may be charging for. the ketchups in the near future. So 
stock up while you still can. 
This message paid for by Tim, because Rich and J.A. spent their last dimes on sweet and 




and advertised specials 
636 W. LINCOLN AVE. 
348-SUBS 
*Good at Charleston store only 
*Not good with any other offer 
THE BOD Y SHOP 
NEW BULBS & FACE TANNERS 
3200 SUPER 'WOLFF' BEDS WITH FACE TANNERS. 
25 MINUTE SESSIONS!!! 
1406 6th St. 
348-TANS . OLDTOWNE APTS. 
BIG WEEKEND AT 
Mother's .. 
FRIDAY: $1. 25 Bottles (MGD & MGD 
SAT: $3 Pitchers (MGD & MGD Light) 
Food, Beer & Shot Speci 




·Large Thin Single lte 
. & Qt. of c ·oke 
For the Low P · $7_.95p1 
Unless Stated 
Not valid with any other 
Open Daily 4 pm -1 
2 am on Weekends 
345-3400 
Late Nite Special. 
FREE Semi· Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 
(with regular cheese) 
Thinner than Thick - Thicker than 
No coupon Necessary - Good with Other 
IT'S A PARTY ·WEEKEND AT 
WHEN: FEB. 28·29 FOi MORE INFO CONTACr 
WHERE: LANTZ GYM sm~s&J 
ENTRY FEE: $12/TEAM ...._uH_tH ..... 
IUl!NltHll ~niver~ity ~portswear 
• Manuf1twrc:n of Quality Imprinted Sponswear· 
• SB ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND 
THIRSTY'S 
FRIDAY 
4 O'CLOCK CLUB 
FREE 




siPITCHERS - $2.00 
ALL LONGNECKS - $1.00 
SATURDAY 
DANC'E NIGHT 
LOTS OF HOUSE MUSIC 
BEER WAR DRAFTS ....... .. 
QUARTS ........................ $ 
40 oz.GD ........................ $1 
1 O~ HOT DOGS ALL NIG 
DRESS UP GIRLS AND C 
DOWN TO THIRSTY'S 
GET YOUR PARTY KEG AT THIRS 
NAT. LT. OR MILL BEST-$37.00 +TAX 
FRIDAY, FEBRUAR 
